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Guided by the light from the lantern held by the man in the bow of the boat, the "Liberty Boys;'
one aft&r the other, leaped into the water. .They were free from the prison-ship at last.
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No. 85.
CHAPTER I.

DICK SLATER AND GENERAL WASHINGTON.

In the fall of 1776 the British army, under General
Howe, occupied New York City, while the patriot army
under General Washington, occupied a point near White
Plains, in the heart of Westchester county.
At that time the patriots were entirely on the defensive,
and the object of the British was to capture them. Two
years later, however, in 1778-the time when we call the
reader's attention to the scene--while the two· armies occupied exactly the same positions, the British being in
New York and the patriots at White Plains, yet the British
were in reality on the defensive, and all they hoped to
do, or were trying to do was to hold the city of New York.
The commander-in-chief of the partiot army, after two
years of waiting, two years of suffering and :fighting, was
now in a position to take the initiatiVe, and he wished to
do it.
One morning in July, of the year 1778, the commanderin-chief called his orderly.
''Go to the quarters of 'The Liberty Boys of '76,'" he
said, "and tell Dick Slater, their captain, to come to headquarter~."

The orderly saluted and withdrew.
'1'1renty minutes later he returned, accompanied by a
young man of perhaps nineteen ye~rs. This young man was
Dick Slater. who had made a name for himself by his wonderful and daring work as a scout and spy; while his
"Liberty Boys"-a company of youths of about his own
age--hacl made themselves famous as :fighters on the field
oi battle.
"Dick Slater, your excellency," announced the oraerly,
and the youth entered the room in which the commanderin-chief sat.
General Washington rose and gave Dick his hand.
"Good morning. my boy!" he said, cordially.
The commander-in-chief thought a great deal of Dick,

Price 5 Cents.

for the youth had done a great deal of valuable work for·
him-work which few persons could have done or would
even have been willing to attempt.
"Good morning, your excellency l" replied Dick.
"How are you feeling, Dick?"
"Fine, sir."
"I am glad to hear that. Take a seat."
The commander-in-chief resumed his seat and Dick took.
a chair near at band.
''Well, Dick," said General Washington, "you have done·
a great deal of g<fod work for me as a spy, in the past, and
that is the reason I have sent for you this morning."
"Yes, sir?"
"How are you feeling-ready and willing to attempt
daring and dangerous work?"
"I am ready to attempt anything, sir, for the good of the ·
cause."
"I knew that would be your answer," with a smile.
"Well, I have some work on hand, and it is something
which may lead you into dire danger."
"That will not deter me, sir."
''.I know that; well, Dick, you kp.ow we tried to strike ·
the British a crushing blow down in New Jersey, but failed,
as the battle of :Jionmouth was about an even thing."
"Yes, sir."
"The British then came on and occupied New York,
while we came up here. I have not given up hope of striking the British, however."
"So I supposed, sir."
"I have secret information that the French fleet under
Count d'Estaing is coming to New York; and if it reaches
there and we can co-operate with it I think it possible that
we can capture Clinton's army."
"I wish that we might do so, sir."
"And I. Well, I intend to try, but in order to do so
it is necessary that I know when the fleet appears o:ff Sandy
Hook so (\S to send some one to confer with Count d'Estaing."
"I understand."
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and that is what I desire that you shall do,! ''By a pre-arranged system of signals and passwords."
"Exactly;
Dick."

_ \

"I understand."
'"Monsieur Ricard walks up and down Broadway every
"You wish me to go to New York and remain there till
the French fleet puts in an appearance, and then let you e1ening, from the hour ;f six till eight o'clock. H e scrutinizes the people, and if he sees a man with a small, blue and
know?"
rosette on the le.ft lapel of his coat he knows that it
buff
also."
do
to
you
wish
I
work
other
is
"Yes; there
is a messenger from me."
"What is that?"
British
"I understand."
the
of
disposition
the
of
note
take
to
"I wish you
"But to make sure that he is right he speaks the words,
in New York, and to make a drawing showing the best
is ten miles to the Harlem River.' "'ft
'It
land
the
making
when
army,
our
for
approach
of
points
"I see," breathed Dick.
attack in concert with the attack from the bay."
"And then my messenger replies, 'That irn"t far if one
exyour
work,
the
"I shall be glad to attempt to do
rides a good horse.' "
cellency."
"I see, sir," said Dick; "that is a good plan."
O.f
Dick.
so,
"I was sure you would be willing to do
"Yes; having satisfied himself that the man is really
course, it will be dangerous work entering New York City,
messenger, ~Ionsieur Ricard leads the way to some
my
way."
that
going right into the heart of the British army in
secluded spot and a conference is held."
"I have done as dangerous things before."
"I see. That is simple enough, your excellency."
may
"So I know; but there is always a chance that you
"So it is; all you have to do is to fasten the rosette on
attempt a thing C'f this kind once too often, my boy."
"I will be very careful, sir; not alone on my own ac- your coat and promenade slowly up and down Broadway
count, but for the reason that it -is for th e interests of the until you hear some one utter the words giyen above; then
you make the proper answer and all will be well."
<'ause that I succeed in doing the work I am sent to do."
"Very well, sir; I will make all my arrangements and
"You are right. It is best, always, to be as careful as
will leave here soon after dinner and will reach the city in
· :possible."
the evening in time to appear on Broadway."
"So I think, sir."
"You are sure you understand all, Dick?"
"When can you start, Dick?"
"Yes, your excellency."
"At any time, sir."
"Very good."
"You can get away to-day, then?"
They talked for fifteen or hrenty minutes longer, and
"Oh, yes!"
"Very well; that is settled. Now for a few instructions. 1.hen Dick saluted and took his departure. When he reached
I have friends in the city, Dick, who are in communication the quarters occupied by the "Liberty Boys" the youth was
with the French all the time, and they keep me post.ed. assailed with a volley of questions from the youths.
There is one man in particular upon whom I depend. His I "What is in the wind, Dick?"
"What did the commander-in-chief want?"
name is 1\Ionsieur Ricard, and he is the man I wish you
a Are you going anywhere ?"
to find."
.
"Some more ~ PY work. old man?"
"Can you direct me to where he lives?"
waited till
Dick
and
que~tions,
the
of
few
a
were
Such
head.
his
The commander-in-chief shook
j the youths got through; then he said:
"I do not know where he lives, Dick."
"Yes, I am going to do some more Epy work, boys."
""You do not?"
"Going dmrn into the city, eh?" from Bob Estabrook,
"No; he is very much afraid that he may be suspected,
handsom e fello"· of Dick's age. and the latter·~
bright,
a
to
.and so he has never permitted any of my messengers
best friend, as they had been comrades all their lives, their
visit his home."
owning adjoining farms not far from Tarr)iown.
parents
"Ah, I understand; but where does he meet them when
"Yes, Bob."
lhey appear?"
"Well, let me tell you something, old fellow."
"On the street?"
"Go ahead."
The youth was surprised.
"All right; I'm going with you."
"Yes."
"You are?"
"But how does he know them, and how do they know
him?"
"Yes."
0
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"Well, we will do our part, anyway. All we ha Ye to do is
"How do you know you are?"
to keep on promenading , and if he doesn't make himself
"Because you are going to le( me go."
known, it will be his fault."
"How do you know I am going to do that?"
"That's right."
"Because if yon don't I "IV-ill thrash you-and I know you
Again they crossed over and set out down ~roadway,
don't want to be thrashed."
Bob said this with a mock seriou s air, and Dick smiled and when they were down almost opposite Trinity Church
\ Dick heard the words, "It is ten miles to the Harlem
and replied:
'·Xo, of course I would not wish-to be thrashed."
" Then I'm going~hurrah !"
''Yes, I guess I will take you with me, Bob."

I River."

He was surprised, howeYer. Ile expected, of course, that
he would be accoste.d by a.man, but when he glanced around
there was no one near him save a girl of perhaps sixteen
"Good!"
"I did intend to go alone, but on second thought I think or sernqtee1~ years. She was a dark-faced, dark-eyed maiden, lmt very beautiful, Dick thought. Her voice, too, was
~·ou may be of use to me."
Foft and musical.
"When will we go ?"
N atur~lly, Dick was, as we have said, surprised by
•·We will start about one o'clock."
seeing a girl where he had expected to see a man, but she
bad uttered the correct words, and so he replied, in a cau-

"All right; I'll be ready."

OH.APTER IL

tious voice :
"That i.sn·t far if one rides a good horse."
_The girl walked past the youths, and as she did so she

said to Dick :
"Follow me at a safe distance."
"TRAPPED!"
"Very well, miss."
The girl walked onward at a fail' pace and the youths
evening.
the
It was six o'clock in
Two handsome, bronzed young fellows were walking slow- followed, keeping at a distance of perhaps five or six yards.
They were old hands at this sort of business, and no one
ly down Broadway in the city of New York.
to have seen them would have suspected that they were
They were Dick Slater and Bob Estabrook.
They bad snccee ed in getting into the city without being following any one. They looked about them as they walked
rnspected of being patriots, and now they were on the along and occasionally paused for a few moments to glance
into a show-window; in fact, they acted the part of a conplelookout for :Monsieur Ricard.
On the left lapel of Dick's coat was a small, blue and
buff rosette, and he kept a sharp lookout for >:omc one who
'Vould utter the words that would tell him that it was the
French.man he had come to the city to confer with.
Onward they made their way, slowly, and :finally they
reached Bowling Green. Turning, they crossed the street
and started back up Broadway. They walked slowly and

0£ young fellows who were simply walking out for pleasure

and recreation. Yet they never for a moment lost sight
of the girl, and when she left Broadway and turned down
a side street, they did likewise.
They continued down this street quite a ways. Thestreet was narrow, with tall, sombre-looking buildings on
both sides. When they were about the middle of the third
the Common without having block the door of one of the buildings on the right-hand
side suddenly opened and two men leaped do"'n the short

made their way back up to
been accosted.
"Jove! the fellow doesn't seem to be on band, does he?" flight of steps and seized the girl.
Sh~ screamed for help and attempted to struggle, but
remarked Bob, in an undertone.
"X o; but I suppose he will be, presently. \Ye will keep was helpless in the hands of the powerful men, who lifted
and
on promenading and E.ooner or later we will run across her bodily, and, running up the steps, entered the house
closed the door with a slam.
him.''
.I t was all done so quickly that although Dick and Bob
They crossed over and walked' back down Broadway.
Tlwy went clear down to Bowling Green and back 11p to leaped forward to render the girl aid they were not quick
enough, the door being lammed right in their faces, so to
t!1e Common, and still had not been accosted.
"Seems rather queer," said Dick, in a low, cautious voice. &peak.
The youths kicked on the door and did their best to
"You are right,'' agreed Bob.
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"Bosh! Open the door or we will break it down, for
re~ult of the fuss they made was the sound of mocking we are determined to rescue that girl!"
laughter which cam rom within.
"Oh, thafs why you want to get in, eh?"
'fhey paused in their efforts to force an entrance and
"It is."
"You are determined to rescue the girl?''
stared at each other with wonder and amazement written
·on their faces.
"We are!"
"What does it mean, Dick?''
The youth spoke firmly and determinedly.
"I don"t know, Bob."
"Humph! Do you think you conld do it if you were i.n
"X either do I."
here?"
''It is a very strange affair."
"We could try, at any rate ."
"I should say so!"
''Yes, you might try." The accent was on the word
"I wonder who those scoundrels were?"
" try."
"That is more than I can say; and for that matter,
•· Open the door!''
who was the girl?"
The youth ·s voice was grim. He was tired of bandying
Dick shook his head.
1YordB with the fellow; the more so because he shrewdly
''You have me there," he said.
~uspected that it was a ruse on the part of the enemy to
"Yon were expecting to ~e met by a man, weren't yqu ?" wltl them on the front stoop while the girl was being
1 -pirited a1rny .
"-Yes."
"And this girl showed up instead. That seems rather
'"Tlien you really want the door opened, do you?" There
>Odd."
.:as a peculiar intonation to the voice.
"So it does; but this occurrence is stranger still!"
"l hnve already told you so several times."
"You are right; this rather beats anything I have seen or
''And do you think you would come in if the door was
heard of lately."
open?"
"We must rescue the girl, Bob!"
"We certainly would!"
l
"So we must."
"You must deem yourselves brave men, then."
"Let us know when you succeed in doing it-ha! ha!
"Why so?"
- ha!"
"Because only brave men would dare enter a house where
The words sounded almost in the youths' ears, and they any number of foes might be awaiting hem."
. looked all around but could see no one.
"We will risk that part of it; you open the door."
Bob nodded toward the door.
"You will?"
"That came from in there, eh, old fellow?" he remarked,
"Yes."
_in a low voice.
"You are sw·e ?"
"Undoubtedly."
"Sure!"
The youth again knocked on the door.
·"V~ry good; I will put your courage to the test."
"Hello, in there!" he called out.
"Go ahead."
The two youths looked at each other and set their teeth.
"Well, what do you want?" came back in muffied tones .
"We want you to open this door."
"If he opens the door shall we enter, Bob?" whispered
"0 h, you want us to 6pen the door, do you?"
Dick.
The tone was mocking.
"Just as .you say."
"We do!"
"We may get into trouble."
"Why?"
"True: but we must try to rescue the girl."
"Ye~. and it may be that the fellow is trying to intimi"We want to get in."
rlate ua by making us think there is great danger within
"Oh, you want to get in?"
"Yes."
the house d1en possibly there is not."
"Well, lead the way and I will follow, Dick," in a grim
"For what reason?"
, whisper; ''anr1 if they go for us we will give them a lively
"You know well enough."
"Oh, do I?"
'1 fight, I
tell you!"
·
"Yes."
"All right, Bob."
\ At thi3 instan t. without the least noise or creaking, the
"I'm sure I do not."
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"Well, you fellows are braver than we gave you credit
door 1rung open, inward, and the youths were free to
for being," was what the voice said. There was triumph
nter.
the tone.
in
It 1rns as dark as could be inside the house, for it was
"Is that so?" replied Dick, not a qua1'er in his voice.
ow lamp-lighting time without, and this house seemed to
; but don't you know, I should set you down as
"Yes
e unusually sombre and gloomy within.
The youths stared into the darkness of the hallway, but being more foolhardy than brave?"
"No, is that so?"
ould not see a thing. They hoped to be able to make out
"Yes."
he form or forms of the enemy, but failed in this.
"\re don't look at it that way."
Suddenly they gave a start and stared into the hallway
"You don't?"
vith wondering eyes.
· \'fhat they saw was sufficiently startling:
Away in the distance, seemingly at the jarther end of
he hall, what appeared to be a flaming hand was seen
ra.cing words on the black background, in letters of fire.

"No."
"\r ell, it is true, nevertheless, for what can you do?"

he words were :
"Why don't you come in?"
"Come, Bob!" said Dick, in a low, determined voice, and
e strode forward into the. hall. In his hand be held a
istol, and close behind him was Bob, also with a pistol a

"Yes."
"You are mis taken, young man."
"You think so?"
"I know it. You could not rescue the girl if there were
dozen of you instead of only two, as is the case."

"Rescue the girl."
"Ha ! ha ! ha ! Rescue the girl, eh?"

"We .would show you."
n his hand.
"Bah!"
Scarcely were they well within the house when the door
"We will show you, as it is!" cried Bob, angrily and
themselves
found
youths
the
and
slam
a
ent shut with
urrounded by darkness so dense and thick that, seemingly, impulsively.
"Ha! ha! ha!" again the mocking laughter. "Say, I
hey could have cut it with a knife.
The flaming hand had disappeared as suddenly as it like the bold manner in which you fellows face the fate
ad appeared and the words had now almost faded away. which menaces you."
"Do you?" from Dick.
ut the affair was not ended yet. Suddenly the flaming
"Yes."
a
performing
after
and
and appeared to view once more,
"Well, you see, we don't think any very bad fate menaces
eries of movements, disappeared, leaving the one word
us."
·tanding out in letters of fire. The word was :
"You do not?:'
''Trapped!"

I

"~o."

CHAPTER III.

The voice seemed to come from the farther end of the
hall, and the youths strained their eyes to try to make out
the form of the ~peaker, but could not.
"Perhaps you think you are not in any danger at all?"

said the voice.
"Oh, no, I won't say that," replied Dick; "but I don't
The youths did not utter a word, but watched the flaming think we are menaced by any danger which we cannot
ord until it, having grown gradually dimmer and dimmer, Goun teract."
"You really think that?"
faded entirely away, and then Dick whisp~red:
THE SCARLET DOZEN.

"Yes."
"Looks as if we have gotten our foot in it, Bob."
"Then I will prove to you that you are helpless and in
"Yes; that said that we are trapped."
our power."
"That is what it said."
"Prove it."
"Well, they may have us trapped, but they haven't cut
"Very well-look!"
our claws yet."
' Instantly a number of flaming masks appeared to view
''No; and we will use our claws if they attack us!"
as if by magic. The masks were full-face ones and had
"We will that!"
holes for the eyeE, which could be seen shining through.
Suddenly they heard a voice.
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There were seven or eight of the masks, and the youths the two men did not hesitate. They i::eemed to :know their
understood that there was a human face behind each. The way perfectly,. and traversed along the hall to the
youths understood also that the masks had been rubbed extreme rear of the bu.ilding, where a door was opened on
with phosphorus which gave them the flaming appearance. the right and they passed through it.
"Now, don't cry out," warned one of the men, in a
They had not for a moment been deceived or awed by the
flaming handwriting, nor were they awed now. They real- menacing voice; "if you do we will put a knife into your
ized, however, that with seven or eight men against them throat, and that will gag you-forever! Understand?"
The ,girl understood, and shivered, for there was some-.
they would have a hard _fight of it if they succeeded in
ihing in the tone--in its coldness and heartlessness-that
making their escape.
.Acting upon the impulse of the moment both youths impressed her with the belief that the speaker was a man
who would not hesitate an instant to do what he threatened
li.fted their pistols, and, leveling them quickly, fired.
to do.
Crack ! crack !
They made their way along-the girl was walking beThe two reports rang out almost as one.
tween the men now-for quite a distance, seemingly traver lt sounded like one elongated report.
ing a transverse hall, and then they came to another door.
Instantly the flaming masks disappeared from view.
.A cry of pai:o was heard also and something which There was a few minutes of fumbling, and then this doo
· opened. 'rhey passed through and the door closed behind
sounded like muttered curses.
"We winged one of the scoundrels, Bob!" wh.ispered them.
Turning sharp to the right they advanced a few step<
Dick; "but likely they will riddle us with bullets now!"
and then ascended a flight of stairs. On reaching the land
"Let's give them a couple more shots, Dick!"
ing they continued onward for- quite a distance, an
"All right."
the front of the building.
reached
floor
the
pistols
other
their
draw
could
But before they
Then a door at the left was opened, the girl was pushe
seemed to suddenly give way beneath their feet and they
through without ceremony and the door was closed b
fell down, down, seemingly a long distance.
They were considerably jarred by the concussion when· h.ind her a:od locked.
Th.is done, the two men hastened back in the same wa
they struck what appeared to be a dirt floor, but were not
injured, and assuming an erect position, waited, pistol in they had come.
Left alone, the girl stood perfectly still and listene
hand, for what might turn up.
She heard the footsteps of the men as they moved awa
They listened intently, but could hear nothing.
then she exclaimed:
and
Not a sound broke the stillness.
Neither could they see anything.
"Oh, I wonder what it means? I wonder why I hav
It was, if anything, darker than it had been up in the been made a prisoner in this manner?"
hallway.
At this instant a portierre which closed a doorway b
"What do you think of th.is, Bob?" asked Dick, presently, tween the room the girl was in and another was pull
aside, flooding the room with light from the other room
in a low voice.
"I th ink it is about the worst adventure we have had and a man stepped noiselessly in and confronted th
startled maiden.
for a long time, Dick."
Startled did I say? Indeed she was, for the man wh
"That i what I think-and the end is not yet."
"No; they probably have some more ni ce little sur- so suddenly appeared before her was. dressed in a brillian
I scarlet suit of clothes, and his face was hidden by a blac
prises in store for us."
mask.
"Likely."
He stood there, motionless, staring at the maiden througl
Then they became silent and with set teeth waited for
eyelets of the mask, his eyes glowing.
the
transpire.
what might
To say the girl was horrified when she was seized by the
two men and carried into the building is stating the matter
mildly. She was almost dazed with horror.
"\Yhen they were inside the building and the door had
been closed behind them they were in tota'J. darkness; but

"Who are yon?" finally asked the girl, her voi
trembling in spite of her efforts to keep it steady.
"You ask who I am?"
"Yes."
"You really wish to know?"
"Yes, yes!" eagerly, anxiously.
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"Then-see !"
As the man spoke he threJV the mask up over his head
nd his face was revealed.
A gasping cry escaped the lips of the maiden.
"Gilbert Gaspard!" she exclaimed.
The man bowed, while a mocking smile illumined his
ot unhandsome, but rather cruel and sinister face .
" .it your service, Miss Irene Ricard," with a mocking
wand with an exaggerated .show of politeness.
"Why have you done this?" cried the girl, her indigation fo r the moment mastering her fear.
"Why?" with a sneering smile.
"Yes, why?"
''I should think the answer to that question would sugest itself to you, Irene."
''Don't call me Irene!" haughtily. "You have no right."
''But you will acknowledge that I have the might, Irene.
~ar, and that amounts to the same thing." The tone was
eering, cruel, triumphant.
"1Iy name is Ricard, and I would thank you to call me
y it."
"Ha ! ha! ha!" laughed the villain, for such he eviently was. "What a saucy little minx you are, Irene!"
The girl did not deign to answer, but. looked at the man
ith scorn showing on her face and in her eyes.
"So you want to know why I have done this, do you,
y dear ?" the man continued. "Well, as I am a very acrnmodating man, I will tell you. "
He paused and looked at the girl as if expecting her to
~y som~thing; she maintained silence, however, and he
ent on:
"I suppose you remember, Irene, the last time I called
t your home?"
The girl bowed.
"I remember," she said.
"I asked you to consent to become Mrs. Gaspard, you
member?"
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will say to you, now and here, that I
will never be your wife, Gilbert Gaspard !"
"Oh_, yes, you will!"
"I will not !"
"You will be my wife or," the voice grew hard and fierce,
"you will never be the wife of any man!"
"You cannot succeed in your plans, Gilbert Gaapard;
remember, there were people on the street who saw your
men bring me into this house."
Gaspard laughed.
"You have reference to the two fellows who were following you, I suppose,'' he said.
"I am not aware that there were any men following me,"
was the reply, ''but I think that I saw some men not far
away."
"~ever mind whether they "\\"ere following you or not,"
with a laugh; "it doesn't matter. One thing is certain,
ihey will not either be able to rescue you or to inform
any one of your capture."
"Why not?"
"Because they are, like yourself, prisoners within the
house."
''In this building?"
"Yes."
"And they are prisoners?"
"They are prisoners in the bands 0£ the Scarlet Dozen ."
"The Scarlet Dozen?" inquiringly.
"Yes; I am the leader of the Scarlet Dozen, Irene, and
I asrnre you that we are a powerful organization. You
c,m not escape, and you will have to marry me."
"Never! I will never consent to marry you!"
"Then you will never leave this building alive!"
"I will risk it."
"We shall see," sternly; "I will leave you for a while,
as I must go and look after the two strangers who interested
themselves in your behalf and weri trapped as a result.
These two r ooms are yours; make yourself at home. You
"I have not forgotten."
need not try to get out, however, or to attract attention
":Yor have I!" meaningly. "You refused to consent. by calling out, for you can do neither the one nor the
s it not so?"
0ther."
"It is."
With a mocking bow the man dropped his mask over
•·If you remember, I told you then that whether you his face and left 1.he room, locking_ the door after him.
onscnted or not you should one day be my wife?"
"I remember that you, like the coward you unoubtcdly are, chose to use threatening language toward
CHAPTER IV.
1e;' was the scornful reply.
THE CAVERN OF HORRORS.
''Oh, no; I simply stated some facts, that is all."
The girl's lip curled in contempt.
Dick and Bob stood motionless, pistol in hand, and
"You did not do anything of the kind,'' she declared, waited, watched and listened. · They expected that their
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enemies would put in an appearance at almost any moment, and the youths were determined to make a strong
:fight for life and liberty.
They were in a trap, true, but they would not give up
without a struggle.
Several minutes passed, and not hearing any sound to
indicate that the enemy was coming, the youths became
impatient.
"Let's feel around a bit, Dick, and see what kind of a
place we are in," whispered Bob.
"All right, Bob; but hold your pistol in readiness for
instant use."
"All right."
Then they began feeling about them. They soon found
the wall and one went to the right and the other to the
le£t. It did not take them long to make the circuit of the
room, and it was found that they were in a room which
did not exceed :fifteen feet in width by twenty in length.
Presently they heard a noise above their heads, and
looked upward, but could not see anything. Then ensued
a few minutes of silence, followed by a human voice.
"Hello, down there!" was what the voice said.
''Hello, yourself!" replied Dick.
"How do you like your quarters?"
"We haven't been here long enough to know."
"Ob, that's it, eh?"
...
"Yes."
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"Because it would frighten you to death."
The youths laughed aloud, which must have been a su
prise to the man above, for he said: ·
"What's the matter? Have you gone crazy?"
•'Oh, no!" replied Dick.
"Then why the laughter?"
"We are amused."
"By what?"
"Your statement that if y<>u were to tell us of what t
horrors consisted it would frighten us to death."
·'Oh, that was what made you laugh?"
"Yes."
"Humph! You seem to ~ave a great deal of co1:1:fiden
in your courage."
"Well, we don't believe that there is anything that cou
scare us to death."
"That is all right; but nevertheless there are horror~
the cavern in which you are standing. If you cou
see what they are they \YOuld make your hair staml
end in horror."
"That is what you say/'
"It is the truth."
'·We don't believe it."
"You don't?"
"No."
"You are skeptical fellows, eh?"
..Yes, quite so. I'll tell you what you do: Just pass u
"Well, you will be before you get through with it."
down a lighted candle and let us have a look at t
"Is that so?"
horrors."
"Yes."
"And let you put a bullet through me while I am doi
·"Perhaps we may not stay so long as you think for." it, eh?" in a sarcastic voice.
"I guess you will."
"Tie a string to the candle and stand back away frm
"Well, if we have to stay here very long we would be glad the opening and we will be unable to do you any harm."
to have a light so as to see our surroundings."
"Perhaps not; but I shall not pass you down a candle
"That's against the rules."
"Why n_ot ?"
"What is against the rules?"
"I have already told you, it is against the rules."
"To have a light."
"Whose rules?"
"It is?"
"The rules promulgated by the captain of the Searl
"Yes; we never let any one have a light when they are in Dozen."
the Cavern of Horrors, as we call it."
'"The Scarlet Dozen?"
"Is that what you call this place?"
"Exactly."
"Yes."
"Who and what is the Scarlet Dozen?"
"Why?"
"It is the organization that you attempted to fi
"Because it is such a horrible place."
againbt when you were so rash as to venture into this buil
"Is it, really?''
ing."
"Yes."
"What are you-robbers and cut-throats?"
"Of what do the horrors consist?"
"Never mind what we are. It is sufficient that we ha
"It would not clo to tell you."
you at our mercy."
c
''Why not?"
"You think you have."
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"I know it. You cannot by any possibility escape from! "Oh, go along away and stop trying to frighten us!"
"aid Dick. "It is useless."
Cavern of Horrors."
"I am simply telling you the truth," the man persisted;
1
"How do you know we can't?"
"the cavern is filled with snakes-copperheads, and if you
"Because it is an impossibility."
move about you are sure to Le bitten!"
"You don't k.pow that."
Then the trap door suddenly closed and the sound of
the
of
inmates
many
been
have
There
do.
I
"Yes,
footsteps was heard.
avern of Horrors, and never yet has one escaped."
"What do you think of the snake story, Dick?" asked
"Is that so?"
Bob.
"It is."
"I don't believe it, Bob."
"What Lecame of them?"
"Neither do I."
"They died l"
"If there had been snakes here, as he says is the case,
"They did?"
they would have bitten us when we were making the cir"Yes."
1~ uit of the place a little while ago."
"Where-in here?"
"Certainly they would. He was just trying to frighten
"Exactly."
us."
"Humph!"
"That is what I think."
''You don't believe it?"
"But he can't do it, .eh, old man?"
·'No."
"Hardly, Bob."
"Just kick around a bit with your feet; you will find
"Not a bit of it-but I say, old fellow, I wish we were
eir bones lying about."
out of here!"
"Bosh!"
''So do I."
"t(1U don't believe me?"
"Do you suppose the trap door overhead is the only
"No."
way of getting out?"
•·rt is the truth, just the same."
"I fear so."
"We have already moved all around in the cavern-if
"And we can't get up to it."
11t is what the place is-and did not find any bones."
"No, it is out of our reach."
"You have moved all around i"Q the cavern?" in a tone
"Well, let's try the walls again and see if we can find a
f horror-whether simulated or real it would have been
door."
rd to say.
"All right; I'm willing."
"We have." .
"Snakes or no snakes, eh?"
"And were not bitten?"
"Yes."
''Bitten?" inquiringly.
"All right; here we go-but I can't help feeling a bit
"Yes, bitten."
~queamish, eh, Dick?"
"By what?"
"It wouldn't be pleasant to get hold of a copperhead."
"The snakes."
"You are right; we know what they are."
"\\hat snakes?"
"Yes; if bitten by one there would be no hope."
"Why, the ones that swarm down in the Cavern of
"No ; but I don't believe there are any here."
e orrors, where you are."
The two made their way to the wall, as before, and
"Bah ! there are no snakes here."
then went along, feeling carefully, one going to the
"You think not?"
right, the other to the left. They had their teeth set firmly
"I am sure of it." Dick's voice was finn.and confident, together, for in spite of their belief that there were no
r he believed tl e man was simply trying to frighten him- snakes, they could not be absolutt,J.y sure of it, and the
and companion.
strain on them was considerable.
Slowly they made their way along and presently therti
"That is where you are mistaken."
"You can't make us think so; we have made the rounds was a low exclamation from Bob.
"What is it?" cried Dick. "Not a snake, I hope!"
the cavern and did not find any snakes."
le No; I've found a point where the wall is not solid !"
"They are there, nevertheless, and I don't understand

I

wit happened that you escaped being bitten."

"Not solid?"
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"No."
"And is it stone?"
"Yes- and that's what makes it seem so queer."
"I should say so!"
"There is a section about three feet wide and five feet
high that I can feel move when I push against it."
"Perhaps it is a secret door, Bob !"
"Maybe ~o; I hope so.''
"So do I."
Dick was soon at Bob's side and he tested the section of
what seemed to be a solid stone wall, and found that Bob
had spoken truly.
The wall at this particular point was not solid; it gave
when pushed against.
"I think it is a secret door," said Dick.
"That's what I think; but how to open it?"
"That is the question."
"Yes, and ifs a hard one."
Dick kept working at the wall, feeling all around, and
finally got hold of a knob "of stone which protruded from
the wall, and pulled.
The result was all that could have been desired.
The loose section of the stone wall swung inward.
The youths felt out in front of them-for it was so dark
they could not see--and found that there was an opening
there.

FOR LIFE.

"Now we will follow the wall," said Dick, "and p
haps we may find steps leading to the floor above."
They moved along and presently found the steps,
they had expected to do.
They made their way up the steps and tried the door
the top.
The door was fastened.
The youths pushed agains . the door with all th
strength.
It resisted their efforts, though they could feel it gi
somewhat.

"We will have to throw ourselves against it,'' whisper
Dick.
"That will make considerable noise, Dick.., _
" I know that; but we must take the chances of bei
heard."
"All right; giYe the word and I'll be right with you."
'!Yery well; ready?"
"Ready."
"Now!"
At the word they hurled themselves against the cl
with all their might.
The bolt had never been intended to resist such an a
sault, and it gaYe way and the door flew open wirh a cra·
the youths falling forward into the room.
They caught i.hemselves on their hands, ho;1·ewr, a:

What lay beyond?
This .was a question which could only be solved by actual waited in this position, listening. They wanted to le3'
test, an·d the two brave "Liberty Boys" were just the fel- whether or not the noise had aroused their enemies.
Not hearing any sounds they rose to their feet.
lows to make the test.
They were still in total darkness.
They did not hesitate, but stepped through the opening
They could not see their hands before their faces.
and pulled the loose section of the wall .back into place.
.However, they had become used to the darkness by
"Now, Bob, we will see if there is any way of getting out
time
and were not bothe):ed much on account of it.
of this place," whispered Dick.
They were learning to feel their way.
"You go ahead and I will iollow," was. the reply.
In
his work of spying, Dick had often entered the ho
•
by way of the cellar, and he was aware of the fact
a;,; a rule the cellar steps led up to the kitchen_ .
rule a door opened from the kitchen into a hallway
CHAPTER V.
tending the full length of the house, and acting on
theory that i~ would be this way in this building,
THE ESCAPE FROM THE CAVERN OF HORRORS.
led the way across the room and was soon successf
The youths made their way slowly along through the
darkness.
• They soon disco,;ered that they were in a large cellar or
basement.
They ran against several posts or columns which supported the floor abow their heads and finally they came to
the wall.

•

locating the door.
It '\las not fastened, so there was no difficulty ex
enc>ed in getting it open.
The youths stepped through the doorway, and after
ing about and taking a few steps they soon learned
they were in a hallway.
n,
"Come!" whispered Dick.
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"True; but tlley might take it into their heads to search
They moved slowly and carefully along the hallway
the adjoining building."
and presently Dick stopped.
"Yes, so they might."
Streaming across the hallway in front of him was a
"Ah, I thought so!" said Dick to himself; "we are in
~mall thread-like streak of light.
a
different building from the one we entered."
Stooping, Dick saw that the light came through the key"How does the girl take her capture, captain?" asked
ole in a door.
~ne of the men. "Is she hysterical?"
He applied his eye to the keyhole.
The sight which met his gaze did not surprise him

"Oh, no; she lakes it quite coolly."
reatly.
"That is good."
"Seated around a table, on which were bottles and
"Yes; I should bate it if she was screaming and cutting
lasses, were ten or a dozen men.
up. She could not make herself beard down to the street,
The str~ngest thing about it all was the fact that each though, even if she tried. She can't get the windows open,
nd every man wore a suit of clothes, scarlet in hue, and a and the sound would not penetrate through the walls and
lack mask.
reach the ground from such a height."
Whenever a man wished to take a drink he raised the
"The girl is in i.he upper story," thought Dick; "well, as
ask high enough so that the glass could be placed to his I have all the information we need we will not fool away
ps.
any more time here but will make our way upstairs and
"It looks as if the scoundrels keep each other's identity see if we can find and rescue the girl."
secret from one another," thought Dick.
The youth whispered to Bob to follow him, and they
"What do you see, Dick?" whispered Bob.
stole along the hallway on their tip-toes.
"The Scarlet Dozen, I think, Bob," was the cautious
When they had almost reached the end of the hallway
ply. "Look and see for...,yourself."
Bob did so.

ihey came to a stairway.

They made their way up this to the next floor. Here
"You
he,, whispered.
th
·
· way t th
., . are , right; it's the Scarlet
. Dozen!"
..
.
· ey f ound ano tlier st airway
an d ma de th err
o e next
· Hist! lets hear what they are talkmg about, whispered 1 il,oor. St"ll
th
t
·
f
d
d
i ano er s airway was oun an t1iey ascen ded
ick.
to the fourth floor.
He placed his ear to the keyhole and found that he could
"There is a light in a room at the farther end of the
r and understand all that was said.
hallway," whispered Bob.
"So those two fellows did not seem to be much frightened
"So there is," agreed Dick; "and that is where we will
yyour story about the Cavern of Horrors, eh?" w'ere the
find the girl, I'll wager. Come along."
st words Dick heard, and they we.re evidently spoken by
They made their way along at a lively pace, and were
e captain of the band.
soon at the door of the room containing the li crht. ThP.
o
~
"No," was the reply, "they did not seem t o be a t a111
door did not fit tightly, and the light streamed out around
·ghtened."
it at various points.
"They are no ordinary men, then."
Feeling sure that the girl was in the room and alone,
"That is what I think, captain."
Dick
did not hesitate but knocked on the door.
"They proved that when they fired on us and wounded
"Who is there?" came in a sweet, musical voice which
umber Five," said another voice.
the
youths recogn"ized as belonging to the beautiful girl
"You are right, Seven," said the captain; "only very
ve men, men far out of the ordinary, would have dared who had been guiding them and who had been captured
and dragged into the building.
that."

'f'-\Ve are friends," replied Dick, in cautious tones.
we have them in 11. trap now," said another.
"Who are you that would be my friends in this place?"
"Yes, and I think that it will be best and safest to
"We are the two young men whom you were guiding
"sh them," said the captain, in a matter-of-fact tone that
when
captured.!'
unpleasant to hear; "dead men tell no tales, they say,
d we don't want them to go off and tell that they saw
"Ah! can it be possible?" exclaimed the girl. "How did
you get in the house?"
girl captured and dragged into the building."
"We are pretty safe, though, even if that should hap"We will tell you when we have more time, Miss," replied Dick; "now we must work to get you out and away
n," said another; "for we are not in that building."

"W~ll,
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in safety. Can you unfasten the door ?-But of course you ' What was to Le done must be done quickly or all wo
be lost.
cannot."
"No; the door is locked and the key gone."
"Let's break the door down, Dick," said Bob.
CHAPTER VI.
"I ·guess it is the only way, Bob."
"That's what I think."
l\IOXSIEUR RICARD.
"There is danger, however; those scoundrels may hear

the noise and come up here.''
The three looked around for some place of concealmen
"We'll have to risk it."
Suddenly a low e:xclaination escaped the lips of Di
"Yes."
"I don't think they will hear, anyway. They are on and he said, in a low, cautious but eager tone:
'· Quick! follow me!"
the ground floor, while we are on the fourth floor."
Under the stairway was a sort of closet of goodly sfa
"All right; we'll take the chances. Are you ready?"
Dick opened the door and motioned for the two to ent
"Yes.''
The girl entered first, followed by Bob, and then Di
"All right. :Now!"
At the word they both threw Uiemselves against the door ha tencd to enter.
He closed the door-and not an instant too soon, 1
and it gave way with a crash.
They listened for a few moments, and not hearing any as he did so the members of the band known a·s the Scar
Dozen came rushing-forth from the room.
sound from below, they entered the room.
··One or two of you stay on this floor," the three he
They were greeted by the girl, who was indeed glad t.o
the captain of the Scarlet Dozen say; "the rest come
;;ee them.
"Oh, I am so glad to see you!" she exclaimed; in a low, !'tairs with me. I fear the scoundrels may ha1e go
upstairs and be making the attempt to free the girl."
eager voice.
There was the sound of hurried footsteps.
"And we are glad to see you, miss," said Dick.
A n~mber of men ran past the closet in which the th
"And do you think we can escape, sir?"
were bidden and ran up the stair~, _the thump! thum
"We can try, at least.''
"And the quicker we begin work the better," said Bob. thump! of their feet sounding louul:r above the heads
"That is right," agreed Dick; "come, miss, let us be those in the closet.
The rnunil of rhe footsteps· grew fainter and faint
going."
He led the way out of the room, the girl following, and and then Dick whispered to Bob:
"Hadn't we better make a break and get opt of here
Bob bringing up the rear.
"I judge we had," w ?.~ the reply; "thoEe fellows will
They made their way along the hall and down the stairs,
I coming down again in a few minutes."
and repeated this until they were on the ground floor.
"Yes; there are a couple of them on this floor, but
Then they were given a start, for just as they started to
make their way along the hallway, toward the rear of the think we can handle them, all right."
"Of cour$e we can: if they try to cut up we will
house, the door o:t' the room in which the youths bad seen
tl1e members or ihe Scarlet Dozen Band suddenly opened, bullet.:; through them."
"That's right. Are you ready?"
letting a flood of light stream across the ball and a man
"Yes."
was seen to enter the room in haste. Then the three heard

I

"Then follow me."
the man utter the words:
Tl:r you th pushed the door open and looked out.
Horof
Cavern
the
from
escaped
have
"'l'he prisoners
Ibl fway clown the hall stoo<l the hro Scarlet Do
rors, captain!"
members.
• The three realized that they were in great danger.
Unless they found some place of concealment, and I They were talking to each other ancl their face3
I not toward the clo~ct.
quickly, they would undoubtedly be discovered.
I The two youth~, follo"lled by the girl, stole toward
And -Oiscovery meant capture.

I

What should they do?
Which way should they turn?
There was no time to lose.

I~wo rnscals.

So busily engaged in conversation were the two that
not notice the approach of the three.
did
1
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Noting this Dick and Bob reversed their pistols, holdThe pursuers called out to the three to stop, but of coursethis had no effect.
ilg them by the barrel.
Wben the two were withi:r:i striking distance they drew
"Stop, or we'll fire!" came the cry.
llck and struck the two a severe blow with the butt of the
"That's a game two can play at!" retorted Dick. "You_
will do well not to start anything of the kind."
pistols.
The three were soon on one of the streets and peopleThe rascals drripped as if hit with a sledgehammer.
cou1d be seen walking along.
They did not utter a cry.
"I don't believe they will dare follow us much farther,"
A gasping groan was alf that escaped their lips and it
said Dick.
was not loud enough to be hea:i:_d any distance.
And this proved to be the case. The pursuers stopped
"So far so good," said Dick; "now-come along, miss,
and we will see if we can make our escape f(om this place." and made their way back toward the building which they
had left only a few minutes before.
They hastened to the end of the hall.
Seeing that Lhe pursuit had been abandoned the three
There was a door there, and to their delight the key was
in the lock.
slowed their gait to a walk and made their way along as if

It took but a few minutes to unlock and unbolt the ·door. nothing had happened.
Then Dick turned the knob and pulled.
"Have we gone much out of our way, miss?" asked Dick.
The door cama slowly and creakingly open.
"No," was the reply; "we will soon be at our destinati
on."
It was evident that it was not used very often.
They walked about .five blocks farther and turned two
At the same instant there came the sound of hurried
ootsteps on the front stairs, and a wild cry of rage and corners before reaching their destination, which proved to
tonishment.
be a goodly sized building standing on a retired street.
8
'l'he girl rang the bell, after they had ascended to the
Some of the members of the Scarlet Dozen were coming
.
.
stoop, and presently the door was opened.
ownst ans agam.
•
•
1
"Come in!" she invited and the youtha; followed her
They had caught sight of the three, for on the au rose I .
'
·
.
. ·
mto the house.
he excited exclamation :
"This way," she said, and she led the way to what was
"There they go! Quick, or they will make their escape!"
evidently the library.
The three leaped through the doorway and Dick pulled
The room was lighted up, and seated in an easy-chair
the door shut.
was a dark-faced but very good-looking man. He was pale,
Then they darted across the back yard.
however, and it was plain that he was not well.
They had not yet reached the fence when the door
"Here are the young men, father," said the girl, stepthrough which they had just escaped was opened.
ping to the man's side and kissing him affectionately.
"After them!" cried a voice. "'Don't let them escape!"
"Young men, Irene?" the man said, looking at the
The yard was burrounded by a high, board fence.
youths in surprise. "I expected but one."
Luckily, however, the three foui°id a gate, and after· a few
"There are two of us, though, sir," said Dick, admoments Dick succeeded in getting it open.
vancing. "Are you Monsieur Ricard?"
'•Quick! through with you!" he cried, and the girl and
"That is my name," was the reply; "and are you mesBob leaped through, Dick following and jerking the gate sengers from General Washington?"
shut almost in the face of the nearest pursuer.
'We are, sir."
Then the three darted up the alley.
"Good ! And your names?"
They had not gone far before the members of the Scarlet
"My name is Slater, sir-Dick Slater."
Dozen were in the alley and after them.
The man's face lighted up.
"All depends on our being able to outrun them," said
"I have heard of you!" he exclaimed.
Dick. "How is it with you, miss? Are you tired?"
The girl, too, looked at Dick with eager eyes. It was
"No, no!" was the reply; ''I can keep this up for an plain that she bad heard of him also.
hour, if necessary."
"And my comrade is Bob Estabrook, sir."
"Ah, I have heard of Mr. Estabrook also," with a smile.
"Good! You keep ahead of us and set the pace, and we
will keep the rascals from crowding up too close, even if "You are members of the company of youths known as 'The
we have to give them the taste of some bullets!"
Liberty Boys of '76.' "

I
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give you the information and you can carry it to the com·
"You are right, sir," replied Dick.
mander-in-chief ."
''Good ! i Tow I know I can trust you."
"Very well, sir," said Dick. ''We will remain in thE
"And so you are Monsieur Ricard's daughter?" said
city and wait till you have the information to impart."
Dick, looking at the girl with interest.
"I wish that I might ask you to remain under our roof
"Yes, sir," with a smile and blush. Then she turned to
my friends," the man said, earnestly, "but I fear it would
her father, saying:
"Father, we owe these gentlemen thanks for doing me a be bad, as, if you were to be 8een coming and going to
and from this house, it might occasion comment t;tnd smgreat service."
picion-and that is something which I wish to avoid, a,
"How is that, daughter?" in surprise.
Then Irene told her father the story of her capture by you will easily understand."
"Certainly,''·r,nid Dick; "we woill go to a tavern and stai
the members of the Scarlet Dozen Band, and of her rescue
there."
by Dick and Bob.
"There are several within two or three blocks," said the
"And so Gilbert Gaspard is the captain of that band
of robbers and cut-throats, Irene?" exclaimed Monsieur girl.
"We will go and secure accommodations at one at once;
Ricard1 when the girl had told him who the leader of the
rnid Dick; "and then we will call to-morrow night at abouband really was.
this hour and see whether or not you have the informa
"He is, father."
hon."
"Well, well! This is a surprise, indeed!"
"That is a good plan," said :Jionsieur Ricard; "do no
"I always told you, father, that he was a scoundrel."
. come near the house in the daytime."
"I know you did, Irene."
"We will not, sir,'' Dick . assured him, and then afte
''But you would not believe it."
some further talk the two took their departure.
"No ; I thought it a foolish idea on your part."
They made their way down the street, keeping a lookou
"But now you see that I was right."
"Yes, indeed; ah, it is fortunate that you did not take for a tavern, and presently they came to one.
a fancy to the fellow, as you might have been married to · There was a piazza in front, and stepping up onto thi
the youths advanced and were almost to the door whe
bim before you learned his true character!"
"Yes, indeed, it is very fortunate that I did not take a it suddenly opened and a man wearing a. British unifor
liking to him, father; for if I had done so, of course he ;>tepped through and confronted them, at the same tim
wouk1 not have resorted to such tactics as he used to-night, pulling the door shut behind him.
"Going in, boys?" he asked.
and, as you say, l woulcl probably have been married to him
"We thought of doing so," replied Dick, quietly.
before we learnecl his true character."
There were two whale-oil lamps hanging against th
"I think you will need to be on your guard from now on,
front of the tavern and this made it light enough so th
Miss Irene," said Dick.
"You think the scoundrel will make further attempts the youths had no difficulty in sizing up the man. Hem
almost a giant in size and was evidently more than ha!
ngainst her, sir?" asked Monsieur Hicard, anxiously.
drunk. Dick Jhrewdly gue sed that he was just drun
"I think it likely, sir."
righ
I' You will ha Ye to be very careful, Irene," said her enough to be mean, and it turned out that he was
for the redcoat said, with a leer:
"I wouldn't be in a hurry to go in if I were you."
"I will be, father."
The tone, more than the words, was threatening.
"You must nut venture out alone in the day-time, and
The youths thought that they scented trouble.
you must not venture out at all after nightfall."
~'It will be best not to do so, sir," said Dick.
After scnne further conversation on this subject the
CHAPTER VII.
ponversafo<P. turned to the business which brought Dick

:tather.

and Bob to New York.
":FIRE! FlRE !"
"I am sorry to say," said :\Ionsieur Ricard, "that just at I
"Oh, we are in no particular hurry!'' said Dick, calml
pr@sent I have no information to impart. I am expecting
'l'he redcoat looked from one to the other, wondering!
lo hear some ne\\'S every day, hO'irerer, and it will certainly
be only another day or so before I do hear. Then I will ..rnd somewhat questioningly.
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''Oh, you ain·t in any hurry, eh?" he remarked, sar- J "And right away, too!'-' said Bob, who was impulsive,
I and who was itching for a chance to go for th~ redcoat.
stically.
"Right away, eh?" sneeringly.
")Io."
"Yt:s, right away,'' said Dick; "come, stand aside!"
•·Humph! I wouldn't have believed it!"
"I couldn't think of it, young fellow."
The youths looked at the redcoat questioningly.
"I give you fair warning that if you don't stand aside
"And there are two of you, too !"
"What do you mean?" asked Dick. He did not under- you will find yourself standing on your head down in the
stand the meaning of the apparently irrelevant remarks, street!"
The youth's voice was stern and had a determined ring.
though he suspected.
"What's that! I'll find myself standing on my head in
"Say, I didn't suppose that two of you would permit
yourselves to be barred out in this manner," the r~dcoat the street?" almost yelled the redcoat.
"That is what I said." ,
as::erted, in a voice tinged with scorn.
"That's what I thought you said."
"Barred out?" remarked Dick.
"Yes."
"You thought right.''
'·How are we barred out?"
"Yes; but let me tell you, young man, that a dozen such
'·Why, by me, don·t you see? And haven't you acknowl- fellows as you two couldn't stand me on my head!"
"Bah! I think you overestimate your abilities, my
edged as much?"
friend,"
said Dick.
''Well, I guess not!" said Dick.
"Not by a good deal, you big blowhard !" from Bob.
"Not a bit of it; and I dare you to try standing me
The redcoat stared at the two in surprise, and for a on my head!"
"Stand aside or we will be obliged to dolt."
few moments seemed at a loss to know what to say. Then
"Then I won't stand aside."
he exclaimed :
"You will wish that you had done so!"
"What's that! Do you dare talk saucy to me?"
''Why, certainly," said Dick, quietly; "we didn't know
"Bosh!"
you considered yourself as being a bar to our progress, but 1 "WE have given you fair warning."
now that we understand it we will give you just about three
"Stop your talk and do something."
''You won't get out of the way, then?"
seconds to step aside out of the way."
"No."
"Oh, you give me three seconds to get out of the way, do
"Then we will have to put you out."
you?" sarcastically.
"That's what I want you to try to do."
"That's what I said."
".All right; you shall have your wish."
"And you think I will get out of the way, I suppose?"
With the words Dick leaped forward and caught the
"l think you had better."
redcoat by the throat. The fellow uttered a gasping sound
"Oh, you <lo?"
and struck at the youth. Dick dodged the blow and gave
"Yes."
the fellow a jerk which brought him to his knees.
·"And if I don't choose to do so, what will you do?"
"If you don't get out of the way we'll put you out!"
"I'll handle him alone, Bob," said Dick as his comrade
made a motion to assist; "I will show him that he isn't
"So that's what you'll do, eh!"
such a terrible fellow as he thought.';
"Yes."
The redcoat was kicking, struggling and gasping, but
"All right; that's just what I want that you shall do."
•' :\Iy dear sir/' said Dick, ''wouldn't it be better and his struggles availed him nothing; Dick's grip was like
more pleasant for yor, if you step aside of your own ac- steel and the fellow was being speedily choked into subIillSSIOn.
cord?"
Suddenly Dick crushed the man to the floor and then
"I don't think so."
quickly seizing him by the coat-collar and waistband, lifted
"Well, I do. We don·t wish to handle you roughly."
him by main strength and threw him over the piazza rail"Oh, -you don't?" ~arcastically.
ing. It happened that a party of half a dozen redcoats were
"Ko."
"Well, I don't think you will do so, either."
passing at that moment, and the redcoat struck in their
·'We shall be obliged to unless you step aside, as we midst and three or four of theru were knocked down, the
impact being so great.
are going to enter the tavern."
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''Great guns!" gasped one.
Of course, this occasioned great excitement, and the
"Blazes! but the young feilow can hit hard, can't he?
redcoats kicked and floundered about and cursed in a manwouldn't have believed it!"
"I
their
to
struggled
They
to.
listen
to
terrible
..ner that was
"He has the advantage because he i on the piazza, whii
feet and shook their fists at Dick and Bob, who had paused
other man is down on the pavement."
the
to see what the result of the affair would be.
Such were a few of the exclamations, and Dick stepped
"What do you mean by throwing that fellow down on
onto the pavement, saying:
down
up
top of us, anyway?" cried one fellow, almost dancing
~'lnd down in excitement.

"I don't need to have any advantage to enable me to

''Yes, what do you mean by it?" from another.

thrash him. I will quickly prove that to your satisfaction ..,
The blow dealt the redcoat had been very severe, and
the shock of the fall had been considerable, too, and the two
thiugs had temporarily dazed the man so that he did nof
at once get up, but lay there blinking up at the sky.
,, Uome, come ; get up!" said Dick.

"I didn't know you gentlemen were coming along," said
.Dick, mildly.
"Oh, you didn't, eh?"

"No."
"And you didn't do it on purpose, then?"
"Of course not."
"Humph! What was the trouble, anyway?"
"Why, the manbarred our way and wouldn't let us enter
the tavern, and so I grabbed him and threw him oyer the
railing."
·"Oh, that was it?"
"Yes."
"Well, I wouldn't have believed that you could have
<lone it; why, he is pretty nearly twice as large as you."
"I know that; but he isn't so strong."
"That's strange."
"It's a lie ! I am stronger than he !" cried the redcoat
who had caused a_ll the trouble, scrambling to his feet.
"And I'm going to just about h.ill you, you young scoun1lrel ! You took an unfair advantage of me."
"What a lie!" said Bob.
"We
"That's right; it is a very great lie," said Dick.
gave you repeated warnings, you big baby!"
"What's that ! You dare to call me a baby?"
The redcoat made a rush for the piazza steps as he
spoke, and was met by Dick, who was not disposed to fool
with him much longer.
"Knock his head off, Dick!" said Bob, who would have

The fallen man struggled to a sitting posture and glare
at Dick with eves of hate.
"Yes, I'll get up," he growled; ''I'll get up, never fearand \\·hen I do you want to look out!"

I

'·Bah! barking dogs never bite."
"You will find out to the contrary."
"Get up arnl let me knock you down again.
that one more 1·01rnd will settle you."

I think

"You think that, do you?"
"Yes, indeed, I am quite sure of it."
The redcoat scrambled to his feet and tried to make
showing of being glad of another chance at the youth wh
had handled him so roughly, but a close observer migh
0.ave seen enough in the expression on his face and in hi·
eyes to give the impression that the fellow really had abou
all he wanted and would have been willing to stop but fo
the presence of his comrades, who would have given hi
the laugh had he shown the white feather.
He made a sudden, desperate rush at Dick, doubtless in
the hope of taking him by surprise; but he failed, for th
youth was on his guard, and met ,the redcoat with a left
handed blow in.the face, followed by a terrible right-handed
blow in the pit of the stomach.
This last was delivered with all of Dick's strength, and
was a terrible blow. Down went the big man, with a
thump, and he immediately began kicking and thumping
around like a chicken with its head cut off, and the groans
to which he g«w c utteran ce were something terrible to listen
to.

been glad to have had the chance to do the work himself. _
Crack! Dick's fist caught the big redcoat fairly between
the eyes and sent him reeling backward against his friends,
who braced him up and kept him from falling.
"What's the matter with you?" cried one, in a tone of
disgust. "Don't let him do that again. You are big

enough to eat him up."
"Oh, I'm-a-dead-man!" he managed to gasp. "IWith a roar of rage the man leapeci forward again, and
again Dick struck him a strong blow which, this time, will-never-get-over this!"
"Oh, yes, you will!" said Dick. "You are far from being
stretched him at full length on th: pavement, his friends
not being where they -could catch him and prevent him a dead man. You are, or ought to be, a wiser man,
J however."
from falling.

I
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I in the direction. of the riYer front.
ess in future," said Bob.
"How many prisoners are there in the ship?" asked
" guess he will," said one of the members of the party
Dick r..s they hastened along.
f Edcoats.
"I heard a man say there-are four."
" ay, young fello\r, you are a wonder!" ~aid another.
"But they'll get them out, won·t they?"
"You can hit fl8 hard as a mule can kick!" from sti~~
"Thel·e wasn"t anything being done toward it when I
other.
'•Have you had enough?" asked Dick, addressing the came away a few minutes ago."
"Surely they won't let the poor fellows burn to death!"
oaning man.
said Bob.
"Yes:-I've-h ad--Bnough !" was the gasping reply.
"What's the difference? They are rebels."
one
said
"
!
fellow
young
enough,
"Hf's had more than
" 'Rebels,' as you call them, have feelings the same as
the redcoats with a grin.
"\'ery well; then we will go into the tavern,'' saicl Dick, other people," said Dick.
''That may be, but what do \re care?"
d he and Bob entered.
The cold-blooded remark of the fellow aroused Dick's
They engaged a room and paid for it; and then as they
d not yet had anything to eat they went into the dining- blood lo fe,'er heat, and acting on the impulse of the moment lie dealt the man a blow on the jaw, knocking him
m and ate their supper.
They had just come back out into the office and har- iieadlc1ng to the ground.
'·Take that. you hard-hearted brute!" murmured Dick,
m, when a mnn stuck his head in through the doorway
wiil1out pau:;ing to see how it .fared with the fellow.
d called 0.11 t :
"Tlnt's the way to ben-e such scoundrels, Dick!" ex"Fire ! Fire !"
claimed Bob. in delight.
">:lay. that's n pretty way to treat a fellow!" said one
d the men "·ho had accornpan1ed them from the tavern.
got only ,1·hat he deseHed," said Dick, quietly.
CH AP TER VIII.
1 ·· He
''\\'ell. I tlon"t }•now about that. You are entirely too
free with that fist of yours, rm thinking .. ,
DICK AND BOB FREE 801\IE PRISONERS.
"Think it all you want to,'' retorted Dick, "I don't

I.

''\\'here is ·the fire?" asked Bob, in some excitemen t.
"It's down on the river."
"On the river?"

care!''
The man uttered a hoarse gro·il''l, but made no intelligible reply . Perhaps he feared that if he said too much he
might get a dose of the same kind of medicine.
The light made Ly the flames from the burning ship were
now plain to be seen and was a good guide to lead them to
the spot. They were soon at the riYer, and only a short
distance from the shore was the old hulk-now blazing

'·Yes."
"\\hat is on fire?" asked Dick.
"One of the prison-ships."
"One of the prison-ships ?"
"Yes; there's two of 'em, you know."
"Xo, we didn't know it; you see, we are strangers in fiercely.
"Have the prisoners been brought off from the ship ?"
e city."
Dick nsked of a man standing near.
''Oh, that's it?"
"I don't know; I only just got here," was the reply.
"Yes."
There was a great crowd present, and Dick addressed
''\\ell, come along down to the river and watch the ship
nrn, and listen to the yells of the rebels as they roast the same inquiry to another man, who said that the prisoners \rere still on board the hulk.
$icle the old hulk!"
"An' I think they'll stay there,'' he added ; " nobody is
Instantly Dick and Bob leaped forward.
goin' to risk his life to set 'em free . T hey're only rebels,
" ,h e there prisoners in the ship?" Dick asked.
you .know."
''Yes."
"What if they are rebels!" cried Dick. "They are men,
'·Quick, then! Let us hasten down there. Corne along,
and if the people stand here and let them roast in that
~ob!"
The two "Liberty Boy:;" and several other men who had hulk they are worse than san.ges ! "
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"Maybe you'd like the job of savin' 'em?" grinned the j 1he ui.most eatif'. Then the two daring
youths ra
man.
where a pier ~xtended out into the river and ran
"I'm ready and willing to do all I can toward it," was . upon it.
the prompt reply.
At one cori:,er of the pier was a tall post, which was
"And so am I!" cried Bob.
ai:. a flagstaff, there being pieces of wood nailed on it
"Bah! you are fools!" sneered the man. "Don't you that a man could climb to the top and put
up the flag
see that the hulk is burning like tinder? 'l ou could not take it down. One end of the burning
prison-ship
reach and save the prisoners."
within ten or tweh·e feet of the post, and Dick and
At this instant cries of pain and terror came from the had taken note of this at the first glance.
hulk.
They ran out on the pier at the top of their sp
"Hear that!" cried Dick.
p11ying no attention to the yells from those on shore
"It is terrible!" said Bob. " I can't stand here and J the cur~es of the British soldier, and Dick climbed the
listen to it, Dick."
until he reached a point ten or a dozen feet hi<;hL·r tl
"Nor I! Come, Bob, lefs try to rescue the poor fell01Ys." the rail of the old hulk. Then he braceJ
himself
'·I'm with you, Dick!"
leaped boldly t01rnrd the prison-ship, a cry of con~ternat
The two darted through the crowd, pushing the men and wonder escaping the crowd as they witnessed
the c
aside without ceremony, and causing many of them to utter ing frat.
angry exclamations.
And daring it certainly was, for in reaching the d
"Hold on, there! \Yhat are you about?" cried a British of the prison-ship the youth was forced to leap
throng
soldier who was patrolling the shore, musket in hand.
solid sheet of flame. He alighted on the deck in saf
"Stand aside; we are going to try to rescue the prisoners howeyer, and found that the floor was solid, the fire
be
and save them from such a horrible death," said Dick.
as yet confined to the sides of the hulk.
"Get back, you fools!" the soldier cried. "You are not
Bob followed Dick's lead. He was a reckless youth, a
going to do anythin'g of the kind."
way, and the feat had no terrors for him. He was up
"Yes, we are;- stand aside and let us pass."
post in a jiffy, ancl hacl made the leap the same as
"What do you take me for? Get back into the crowd had done. And he made it in safety, too,
and a few l
or l'll bayonet you!" and the soldier made a threatenin g ments later stood on the deck beside Dick.
motion with his musket.
"Well, here we are, old man," he said; "now to
''Come back!"
the prisoners !"
"You fellows are crazy!"
"This way, Bob," said Dick, and he led the way to
"You couldn't rescue the prisoners !"
e:ompanionway imd made his way down it, Bob follow
"Wha fs the use of doing it, anyway?"
closely. The door leading into the cabin was locked,
';Let 'em burn! It'll save the trouble of having to the youths threw 1.hemselYes against it with all their mi
shoot or hang ;em!"
and the door flew off its hinges.
Such were a few of the cries from the crowd, but Dick
'rhey found nobody in the cabin, and made their way
and Bob were not disposed to go back. They realized that where a ladder lecl clown into the hold from a little, cu
there were four patriot prisoners in the hulk of the old like backroom.
ship, and that the poor fellows would be roasted like rats in
They climbed down the ladder and had no troubl
a trap unless rescued; and they were determined to save finding the prisoners, the poor £ello>rs' cries being a s
them, if such a thing was possible.
cient guide.
"Come along, Bob," said Dick, and he again started
It was yery hot down in the hold, and although the
forward.
had not yet eaten through the hull, it soon would, and
"Back, or I'll run this through you!" the soldier cried, heat had penetrated.
angrily, and he made a threatenin g motion with the weapon.
"How many are there· of you?" asked Dick, for it
Thai was all he did do, howeYer, for Dick seized hold of so dark it was impossible to see.
the barrel of the musket, jerked the weapon out of its
"Thank· heaYen, somebody has come to set us free!" er
....
owner's, hands and threw it into the river. Then as the one of the prisoners.
redcoat made a motion as if to strike him, Dick caught ~he
'•There are four of us," replied a Yoice; "but wl:io
fellow by the wrist and hurled him out of the way with you that you do not know this?"

I
I

I
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Then, one after the other, the two daring youths ran
and leaped through the sheet of flame and struck in the
•
"Thunk heaven!" wa;; the exclamation. "Free us quick- water only a few yards from tl~e shore, toward which they
. thrn, friends, and let us get out of this furnace!"
hastily made their way.
"How are. you bound?"
But when they reached the shore they were treated to an
"Wtlh rope."
unwelcome surprise: A dozen British solJiers steppeu for"\re 1rill haYe you free in a jiffy, then. Out with your ward anu th.e leader said:
"fe, Bob."
''You are our prisoners!"
The youths drew their knives and quickly cut the ropes
· Jing lhe arms of the four prisoners.
"Xo\\' come with us," said Dick; "we have no time to
are, for-see ! the fire is breaking thro1~gh into the hold,
CHAPTER IX.
w, and in a few moments the water will be pouring in j
re at a great rate!''
PRISONERS.
The youths and the four rescued prisoners hastened to
ake their way up the lauder, out of the hold, and into
''What's that you say?"' cried Dick.
cabin; and as they did so they heard a great hissing
''You fellows are crazy!" exclaimed Bob.
11nu and the hole up through which they had just come
'' X o, we are not; we are simply doing our duty," was
a:> filled '.rith steam. The fire had penetrated through the I tl1e reply.
l.
"You are exceeding yGur duty," said Dick.
'·Come to the end of the ship farthest from the shore,''
'·:Not at all."
'd Dick, "for now that you four men are free there is
''I think you are.''
reason why you should not Pttempt to make your escape J ''I know we are not."
together. Do you feel equal to the task of swimming I ".But why should you make prisoners of us?"
I
ss the river?"
' ''It is very simple."
''Yes, yes!" was the reply in chorus. "\Ye can do any' 'Tell us the reason, then."
. g, if by so doing we will achieve our freedom."
" r cry well; I suppose you will not deny that you have
"Doff your outer clothing," suggested Dick; ''it will be jus.t been aboard the prison-ship?"
the way and a detriment to you in swimming. You will
"No."
better off with just your under-clothing on."
'·Well, that is contrary to rules."
The four men coincided with this view of the case, and
''It is?"
tily doffed their shoes and outer clothing.
"Yes; no outsiders are allowed on either of the prison"Now, then," said Dick, "take a running start and leap ship~, my young friends."
ght through tb.e flames at the end of the hulk. It is quite
''Bu!: the ship is on fire and the prisoners were likely to
ways to the water, but you will not be injured, in all he burned to death."
/
elihood. lf you reach the other shore make your way
"Which would have been a very simple way of getting
rthward till you get opposite to Tarrytown; then cross rid of them."
e river and head for White Plain!'l."
"You are a brute!" cried Bob, heatedly.
"All right, we will do as you say," said one, and the
"What's that? You dare speak to me, a British officer,
ur shook hands with Dick and Bob, thanked them for in any such manner as that?"
at they had done for them, and then, one after another,
A murmur went up from ihe crowd, which was mainly
n and leaped through the sheet of flame and disappeared Tory in its sympathies.
m view.
"Don't take any talk from them, lieutenant!"
"Xow we had better be getting off this old hulk, Bob,"
"Go ahead and arrest the rascals !''
'd Dick.
"They must be rebels !"
"So we had, old man."
''They have set the prisoners free; now make them pris"Come along, then; follO\-.me. We will leap overboard oners in the others' stead."
the shore side so as to make a landing, and at the same
Such were a few of the exclamations.
ue attract attention away .from the escaping prisoners.''
"I said only what I meant, and what I will stick to,"
l'f,: ..•
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"Yes, sir!" The young officer fairly swelled with
said Bob, with spirit; "I say that any one who will calmly
make such a statement as the one you made about letting portance.
•
1
"IYhere did you get hold of them?"
the prisoners burn, is a brnte !"
"Down by the river, sir."
"That will do!" said the officer, who was a young lieu"What were they doing?''
tenant and consequently quite important and bigoted.
"Seize the rebels, men !"
"They boarded the burning hulk, sir, and freed
"Hold !" cried Dick. "You are making a bad mistake, prisoners !"
"What's that you say!
lieutenant."
"I know my business. Did you not set the four prison- the prisoners free?" .

I

ers free?"

They boarded the hulk and

"Yrs."

·•Why had not some of our men taken the prisoners
"Yes, we cut their bonds and helped them to escape from
hulk?"
·rhe
the burning hulk."
''The fire was too greatly under headway before it
"Well, that constitutes treason and makes you out to be
discovered, sir, and our men would not risk being bu
rebels."
"You are mistaken; what we did was done in the in- in order to bring the prisoners off."
"Yet these two men boarded the hulk, you say?"
terests of humanity."
. "Yes, sir; but they are rebels and were willing to r
"Bah ! ·You freed some rebels, and that settles the mattheir lives in order to save the prisoners."
ter so far as you two fellows are concerned."
''Humph! Bring them closer. I wish to see what s
"It won't clo uny good to argue with the idiot, Dick,"
of looking fellows they are."
said Bob.
The soldiers advanced and Dick and Bob stood wit
"I guess you are right, Bob."
a few feet of the commander-in-chief o:fi the British ar
"Seize them, I say!" roared the lieutenant, in a rage
Ueneral Clinton eyed the. two closely and presently
t t
un account of having been called an idiot.
gave a s ar .
.
,,
b f
f
t
tl
"H 1 I th' k I h
The redcoats stepped forward and seized the youths, who
ave seen 1ese wo e11 ows e ore 1.
m
a.
'
. d
bad no chance of making their escape, as they were sur- /
exc1a1me .
·
rouncled on three sides by a great crowd of people, all of
"Say you so, general?" remarked another officer.
whom were loyal to the king, while on the fourth side''Yes."
behind them-was the water.
'' 'Yhere ha Ye you seen them?"
They might have leaped into the water, but would un"On the field of battle."
doubtedly have been riddled by bullets before they could
'·What?"
have gott€n away, the burnipg hulk making it light as day
uYcs."
for hundreds of yards in all, directions.
"On what battlefield?"
Seeing the uselessness of doing so the two did not make
"Well, 011 ~e\·cral, I think; but on the Monmouth batt
any attempt at resistance, and were led a>1'ay, being jeered field, I 1..'"Ilow."
at by the people, who, instead of praising the youths and
"Are you sure, general?"
cheering them for their bravery in boarding the hulk an.cl
"And you are confident they are rebels?"
saving the four prisoners from a terrible death by burn"Do you know who they are?"
ing, were inclined to dislike them for having clone it.
"This is astonishing!"
It was not far from the river front to Fraunce's Tav"Yes, I know they are rebels," went on General Clinto
ern, where the British had their headquarters, and as the "and I know who they are, too--or at least I know w
lieutenant and his men an.cl the two prisoners reached the this one is," and he pointed at Dick.
tavern, they were accosted by some of the officers, the
"Who is he?"
piazza being filled with British officers, among them being
"Tell us, general!"
General Clinton himself.
"Yes, yes!"
"Whom have you there?" asked General Clinton.
"A couple of rebels, your excellency," replied the lieutenant, saluting.
"Rebels, you say?"

"Tell us, quick!"
"Yery well," said the co~mander-in -chief, in a slo
impressive manner; "that fellow is no other than-Die
Slater, the noted captain of the company of youths kno
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'The LiLerty Boys of '76,' of whom you have all heard j my young friu1d,
you have gorten yourself into great
y times!"
I trouble, do you kn01r it?"
•What!"
I "Oh, I don·:. kuo1r."
"You don't mean it!"
''You haYe; you see, you have been very active- alto''Dick Slater, the rebel spy!"
gether too acti.Ye, and you have done so much work against
"Are you sure you are not mistake n, General Clinton ?" the British
in the \my of spying and so forth, that yoa
"There is no mistake about it,'' the comman der-in-c hief haYe forfeited your
right to liYe, many times over."
·a; ·· I have seen Dick Slater at close range two or three
•·I can't help that, sir. I ha Ye done only what I con~
es, and would know his face anywhere. Lieuten ant, .,i<lere<l to be my duty."
ou have done a good night's work in making a prisoner
"¥ ou are doomed, Dick ~:Hater-unless you accept an
f Dick Slater and his comrade, who is doubtless another ofter which I am
going to make you."
f the ·Liberry Boys.' "
"What is the offer, sir?"
The young officer swelled with importa nce and pride
"That you will espouse the cause of the king and £ght
til he seemed in immine nt danger of bursting .
for him as you have heretofore been £ghting against him.''"
''I knew they were importa nt prisoners, your excelThe youth gaye utteranc e to a laugh of scorn.
ncy," he said.
"I guess you don"t know to whom you are talking, after"Oh, what a lie!" said Bob.
all, sir!" he :;aid, proudly. '' l am not a traitor, and I
" S~ here; don' t talk impude;ntly to me!" growled the
1rnuld die a thouean d deaths before I would £ght for King
utenant.
George, the tyrant!"
''\Yell, Dick Slater, what have you to say for Y.Ourself?''
"He is not a tyrant, boy!"
·ed General Clinton, with considerable triumph in his
''He is nothing else !"
ne.
"Then you refuse my offer?" in a cold, stern voice.
" Xothing, general. "
"I do! I don·t think much of you for making such a
·· ~othing, eh?"
proposit ion!"
•' Xothing, sir."
General Clinton flushed with anger.
"You won't tell me what you are doing here m New
"You are impuden t, Dick Slater!" he said.
ork, then?"
":No, I ~m just telling the truth."
"You wouldn' t believe me if I did."
''That will do; lieutena nt, take the prisoners and in'fbe general and his officers laughed.
carcerat e them in the other prison-s hip."
"There may be somethi ng in that,'' one said.
"Yes, your excellency."
"Xevertheless let us hear what you have to say," said
"See to it that they do not escape."
"nton.
"I will, sir."
'' Oh, well, I will tell you; but you won't believe me, of
"If they should succeed in making their escape your head
1me. We came down here to see our girls."
shall pay the forfeit!"
"Tell us the names of your girls and where they live, and
"They ~hall not escape, sir."
n we will believe you."
"Very well; away with them."
The youth shook his head.
The lieutena nt gave the order and Dick and Bob were
"I could not think of doing that," he said.
led away. Half an hour later they occupied a position iir
''Well, let that pass,'' said the comman der-in-c hief; "tell the
damp, foul-smelling hold of the other prison hulk,.
, did you set the four prisoner s free who were on the which
lay a quarter of a mile farther down the shore.
ming bulk?"
"Well, Bob~ it looks black for us!" said Dick, when :they
"We did, sir.:'
had been left alone.
•And they escaped ?"
•I don't know, sir. All I know is that we freed them
they ~eaped overboa rd."
CHAPT ER X.
'' Ah, I see; \rell, I guess they must have made their
JRENE, THE MESSENG ER.
ape."
' I hope so!"
"Father I father! Dick Slater and his companion, Bob
•I have no doubt regardin g that," with a smile; "well, Estabroo
k, have been captured by the British! "
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"What is that you say, Irene? Dick Slater and his
friend captured?"
"Yes, father!"
"When?"
" Just a little while ago."
"Where?"
"Down by the river, where the prison bulk was on fire."
The scene was the interior of the library in the home
of M:onsicur Ricard. His daughter Irene bad just entered,
and she was greatly excited.
"'
:::\he had left the horu;e an hour after the two "Libertv
'
.
:Boys" had taken their departure, and with hundreds of
others had made her way to the river front when the cry
oi fire was raised. She had been witness to the brave action of the two youths in boarding the burning hulk and
freeing the prisoners, and had seen them made prisoners
on coming ashore, as already told. She had followed the
redcoats when they took Dick and Bob to Fraunce's Tavern, and had heard the conversation between Dick and
General Clinton, and then she had followed again and
seen the youths taken aboard the other prison hulk. Then
she had hastened home and had burst in upon her father
with the exclau'.iation as given above.
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''But, daughter, think of the danger."
"There will not be much danger, father."
"Yes, there will be great and numerous dangers, Irene.
"Of what do they consist?"
"Well, first, you will have to take your chances on bein
suspected and captured by the British right here in Ne
York."
"I have no fears that I will be unable to get out of t
city, father."
"But there will be danger after that."
"Where, father?"
"On the road from the Harlem River up to Whit
Plains."
"Do you think so?"
"Yes; you see, that is known as the neutral ground
and it is overrun by Cowboys and Skinners, a party
whom you are likely to encounter."

"Surely they would not injure a girl?"
"They might not, and then again they might."
"I am more than willing to risk it, father."
The man gazed fondly and proudly at his daughter.
''You are a brave little girl, li:jne !" he said.
"I would not be like my father if I were not brave."
"How came they to be made prisoners, Irene?" asked her
"Oh, you l l'ttl e fl. a tt erer 1. ,, w1'th a laug h ''""r
k·no
.
J.. ou
father.
I ~ow to come it over your old father when you wish
The girl hastened to tell him the entire story, and when ,
Jave your way a bou t some th·mg. ,,
·
she had finished Monsieur Ricard said :
The girl threw her arms around her father's neck.
"The young men did well in freeing the four prisoners,
"No, I am not flattering you, father dear,'' she sai
Irene, but it is l\nfortunate that they were made prisoners
.. I meant every word I uttered."
themselves."
The man kissed his daughter and then said:
, "Yes, indeed, father; it is very, very unfortunate!"
"I cannot find it in my heart to refuse you the pri vile
"If I should receive the informahon regarding the
of going to White Plains, Irene." \
movements of the French fleet, now, there would be no
"0 b, thank you, father dear !"
one to carry the infoimation to the commander-in-chief
"When will you make the start?"
of the patriot army."
"Whenever
you think best for me to go, father."
"You are wrong, father," said the girl, quietly.
"Well, I think it will be best for you to go by daylight.
"Wrong?" in a tone of surprise.
"Then I will start early in the morning."
"Yes."
"Very well; and in the meantime we may hear some wo
"Who would carry it?"
0£
the French fleet, in which case you will have some ne
"I would!"
Monsieur Ricard started and gazed at his daughter in ~o take to General Washington."
"You think there is no danger that Dick Slater and B
amazement.
Sstabrook
may be shot or hanged to-morrow, father?"
"You, Irene?" he almost gasped.
"Oh, no, Irene. They will be held prisoners a week
_ "Yes, father; more, I wish to go to the headquarters of
two,
possibly a month, before their case will be acted upon.
the patriot army and take the news that Dick Slater and
Bob Estabrook are prisoners, so that plans may be laid lo
·•Very well; then there is no need of great haste."
"None at all, Irene."
1'escue them."
'·What, you go away up to White Plains, Irene?"
After some further talk the girl bade her father good
night and went to her room and to bed, her father re
"Yes, father."
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· ing up long enough to finish his smoke, when be, too, I "What should I be afraid of, sir?"
"Cowboys and Skinners, miss."
de his way to his room and to bed.
The girl shook her head and then drew a pistol frcun the
After breakfast next morning the girl ordered the servant
bridle and saddle her horse and bring him around to saddle-bag hanging from the pommel of the saddle.
"You see, I am armed," she oaid; "and if they attempt
door. '·I am going for a ride,'' she said.
he went in and was surprised to find a man with her to bother me I will not hesitate to shoot."

I

"You are a brave girl!" the soldier said in admiration.
ther.
"Oh, I don't think 'there is any danger, sir; I have been
"This is a messenger from the South, Irene," said her
ther ; "he brings me good news of the coming of the to my aunt's home before and was never bothered on the
n:nch fleet to co-operate with the patriot army in re- road."
"Very well; go along, then. I hope you will not be
ucing New York and capturing the British in the city
d the warships in the harbor. Wait but a few minutes bothered, miss."
d I will give you a letter to take to General Washington."
"Thank yon, sir."
"Very "\Yell, father," said Irene, who was glad that she
Then the brave girl rode onward, and, having crossed

as to be the bearer of some good news as well as bad.
When the letter \ms ready Iren<: c-::IH:ealcd it in the
som of her dress, and then kissing her father, she bade
'm good-by, shook hands with the messenger and then
ent out, mounted her horse and rode away.
Irene was a beautiful girl, an<l she attracted a good deal

ihe bridge, urged her horse to a gallop.
"I wonder what that redcoat would have said if he had
known who I am and that I have important letters for the

commander-in-chief of the patriot army?" said Irene tG
herself, with a smile. "He would be angry if he knew all;
but he didn't eYen suspect. Well, all is fair in love or
f attention and farnrable comment while riding through war, and this is war."
c :otreets of the city. Redcoats and citizens alike gazed
Onward the girl rode, and although she met one or two
t her in admiration, and some who knew her bowed
gangs of men, they did not bother her or attempt to stop
,
her. It was not to be that she was to get through withlantly.
. .
\Yith flu shed fa c-e and eves ::;bi nili~' with excitement Irene I ou t an a d ven tu re, h owever, i or wh en sh e was w1th1n
three
"
f e1low,
b
d
t
f
h
·
l
P
1e onward and was soon crossi LI (; th, Common. Enter- 1 m1.1es of Wh't
huge
a
ams s e was con ron e y
1 e
. f d
H
f h t
. th 1 tl ·
"Bowery,'' dresse cl 111
~ the Bm,-cry Lane--now the 11·orld-famous
e was an ev11- ace
1mg o a un er.
o
c
e
.
.
.
'
d d
d
h
th
f
t
f
.
t
d
t then only a country lane lined on either side by bushes, f ell ow an d steppe ou m ron o
e orse an or ere
. t h lt
01rers and rude fences-the girl rode onward at a faster th egu
·
1 o a.
air
fresh
the
and
now,
country,
the
entering
wiis
ait. She
She obeyed, but called out, sharply :
d th~ thought that she was really entering upon an ad"Who are you, sir, and why have you halted me?" At
entnre, caused the girl's heart to leap with pleasure and
the same time she cautiously and slyly let her hand slip
y- for she "\ras a girl who loved adventure and excitedown till it reskd on the butt oi the pistol in the saddleent.
bag.
Onward she rode, and although she met several parties
"I want er kiss frum ye, purty wun !" was the reply,
f re<leoats, no one attempted to stop or molest. her; indeed,
a leer. "Ye air erbout ther purtiest shem.ale whut
with
have
e red1.:oats gazed admiringly, and would, no doubt,
n willing to fight for the girl if by so doing they could I've seen in er month uv Sundays, an' I kain't let ye pass
beer, nohow, ontil a:rter ye hev paid ther toll."
..re won a smile from her.
"Oh, you are the toll-taker, are you ?n remarked the gir~
Strange to say, she did not feel at all alarmsarcastically.
He was on guard at a bridge
eel; in deed, she was thinking of what a surprise she bad

J.t last the Harlem River was reached and here a British
•ntinel was encountered.
hich crossed the stream.

,
.. Which way, miss?" he asked, respectfully, doffing his iJI store for the fellow.
"T.het's whut I am, miss, an' now, I'll jes' take ther
'
t.
··I am going across the river a ways, sir, t-0 visit my kiss, ef ye please," and he started to advance to the side
•Jf the horse.
um, \rho lives there," was the ready reply.
He paused sucfdenly, however, for he found the girl's
"How far is it to yom aunt's home?"
pistol staring him full in the face.
·'About three miles."
"Stand where you are!" cried the girl, in a clear, ringing
"Aren·t you afraid to venture that far, miss?"

"2-t
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1·oice. '':::;land \1 here you are or I will put a bullet through ! "Antl those two young men went to ~ ew York y
I terday on a mission for the commander-in-chief?"
you!"
"They did." :Mark was growing interested now.
amaze-I
in
stared
and
enough
quickly
The man paused
ment and horror. Then something very like a curse es- 1 "\V ell, my father, }lonsieur Ricard, is the man the
<:aped his lips and he made a sudden leap, hoping to take went to New York to see."
"Iudeed ?"
the girl by surprise.
"Yes; they were at our house, but as my father had n
He made a mistake in his calculations, however, for the
girl was on her guard and :fired without hesitation. She yet become possessed of the information which the you
was a good shot, as a rule, but the man's a_ction discon- men were to secure, they went to a tavern to stay unt
<:ertcd her aim somewhat and so she only succeeded in father did receive 1:he information."
putting a bullet through the fellow's ear.
"Yes?"
This pained him terribly, however, and as he was, as
might have been expected, a coward, he uttered a wild yell
-0£ terror antl clapping his hand to the side of his head,
leaped in among the trees at the roadside and dashed away
.at the top of his speed. The girl could hear the crackling
of the imderbrush for quite a while, showing that the
frightened man was still running, and then with a laugh
~
.of amusement she thrust the pistol back in the saddle-bag
.and rode onward.
·"That was a splendid shot, miss!" cried a voice, and a

"Yes; but last night a prison-ship in the river caug
on :fire and burned down, and Dick Slater and Bob Est
brook went on board the ship and set the four prisone
free and they escaped."

"Good for Di"S: and Bob!"
"But as scon as they came ashore the two young m
were taken prisoners."
''They were?" :Mark was excited now .
"Yes; and they were taken and incarcerated in anoth
old prison-ship which lies in the river not far from whe
:young man rode out and ranged his horse alongside the the one was that was burned.i'
·one ridden by the girl; "that was a little bit the neatest
"Ah ! and they are there· now?"
J:hing J ever saw done! You are a brave girl!"
"Yes."
''They must be rc• c·: · d : ''
"Yes, yes! That :5 iiJ ,. :nain reason \Yhy 1 bave con
0

CHAPTER XI.

aw'ay up here from New York."

"To let us know, eh?"
'·Yes."
TO THE RESCUE.
"As I said a minute ago, you are a brave girl, l\Iiss
"Irene Ricard is my name."
«Who are you?" asked Irene, giving her companion a
"And a pretty name it is-but not so pretty as the own
sharp look.
the name."
of
"My name is Mark Morrison, miss, and I am a member
"Come, come, Mr. l\Iorrison !" warned the girl ~ "
of the company of young _fellows known as 'The Liberty
compliments. There is work to do."
.Boys of '76.' "
"I know that, Miss Irene, and we will do the work to
-''Good! good!" exclaimed Irene. "Then you are just
Some of the 'Liberty Boys' will be away soon, and "
'tbe person I wish to see!"
"And you are just the person I wish to see!" said Mark, rescue Dick nnd Bob, or know the reason why."
"Good! they are brave young men, and it wo.uld be te
with such a meaning look that the beautiful girl blushed
rible if they were to be shot or hanged by the British."
J.ike a peony.

:'It shall not be, Miss Irene ! We will save them."
"You mustn't try to flatter me," she said, with a smile;
"How much farther to the patriot encampment?"
have some very valuable information for you-some"Not far; only a mile or so."
thing that will interest you."
"Then let us hasten. I have letters for the commande
"What is it, miss?"
in-chief, containing information from my father, rega
"Your captain's name is Dick Slater, is it not?" .
ing the French fleet."
miss."
"Yes,
"Ah! that is good. I will accompany you to he
"And you have a friend w.hose name is Bob Estabrook?"
when we reach the encampment, and will ask t
quarters,
"Yes."

~'I
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vilege of taking some of the 'Liberty Boys' and going
wn to X ew York to rescue Dick and Bob."
"Yery well; I am glad that I encountered you."
"And so am I!" with a meaning look that again brought
blush to the girl's cheeks.
"If you don't stop talking that way I will ride on and
ve you!" said the girl, with a laugh.
"I'd like to see you do it!" with an, answering laugh.
y horse can run as fast as yours, and I would keep
ongside you, if I killed my animal!"
"Oh, you bad, bad fellow!"
"Say, do you know, Miss Irene, if I had not witnessed
manner in which you discourage such advances I am
id I should have done like the hunter did; back yonder
ied to kiss you !"
"I wouldn't advise you to try it, sir!" with a halfitih, half-threatening look on her face.
Yark laughed, and they rode onward, chatting as they
t. Half
hour later they rode into the patriot enpment, which was a mile from the village of White
'ns, and they alighted in front of the house in which
hington had his headquarters.
ark and the girl entered together, and the youth inuced Irene to the commander-in-chief, who arose and
ed with courtly grace, and then shook bands with the
, heartily.
Well, well! this is indeed an honor to have my old
d, Monsieur R.icard's daughter come and see me!" the
t man exclaimed. "But where are Dick Slater and
Estabrook?"
Prisoners, sir!" the girl replied.
Prisoners ?"
Yes, your excellency."
shadow came over the great man's face, and motionto a chair he said : "Be seated, and then tell me all,
Ricard."
e girl took the seat and then told the story quickly
tersely, the commander-in-chief listening with interest.
Too bad, too bad!" he said, when she bad finished. "I
indeed sorry that Dick and Bob were captured. But
must be rescued, eh, Mark?"
"Yes, your excellency; that is why I came here. I wish
be permitted to take some of the 'Liberty Boys' and go
re~cne Dick and Bob."
Very good; that is as it shopld be. 'Liberty Boys' to
rescue of 'Liberty Boys.' . Yes, you may take such a
ber of the youths as you deem necessary or advisable,
go and rescue Dick and Bob. They must be rescued!
eannot get along without them!"
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"Thank you, Eir !" cried 1\fark, and then with an admiring look at Irene, he hastened from the room and house •
and 1.o the " Liberty Boys' " quarters.
"And I have a letter for you, father, sir," said Irene,.
producing it.
"Ah, that is good news! Perhaps it contains t he inform:iti011 I am wanting," and the great man took theletter, tore it open and read the contents with interest.
·'Ye-., yes! this is just what I wished to learn," he ded arl'J ; "it is the information which I sent Dick and Bo~
to Xew York to E.ecure, and now that I have it all that is
n •_·1;e.,~ary is to iescue them and all will be well."
"I am glad that the information is of value, sir," said•
Irene.
"It is valuable, indeed; but now you must be hungry,
?.Iiss Ricard. Come; I will show you to the dining-:i:oom
11·here the good woman of the house has just :finished. se.ttiug dinner, and you shall dine with me."
The girl's fa ce :flushed with delight at thought of sitting up to the table with the commander-in-chief of thepatriot army.
They went into the dining-room and took seats at thetable and ate dinner, while the great man chatted to the·
girl pleasantly, treating her in every way as if she were
his own daughter.
Meanwhile :Mark had reached the quarters occupied by
the "Liberty Boys," and had conveyed to his comrades the
information that Dick and Bob were prisoners in the olcili
prison-ship down in the river in lower New York City.
"We must rescue them, boys !"
"Yes, yes!"
"We will rescue them or die trying!"
"That's what we will!"
''I want three of you boys to go with me," said Mark ;:
"and as I know an of you will want to be the ones to go,.
I will name the three, and I don't want the rest to feeJ
hurt or think I am showing any partiality, for such is not
my intention."
"Oh, that's all right, Mark," said one; "pick out your
men and we won't say a word, as we know we can't a11 go.'"
"That's the way to talk."
"What is your plan, Mark?"
"We will ride over to Tarrytown on the Hudson, and
will leave our horses there and take a boat down the river.
We will drop down till we are even with the old prisonship, and will then cross over and board it and rescue the
boys."
"That's a good plan," said one, and all ·nodded assent.
Mark then selected three of the youths to accompany
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him, and they began making their preparations for the trip.
They :first ate their dinner and tl1en when all was ready
•
ihey mounted their horses, bade good-by to their comrades
and rode away toward the west.
An hour's ride brought them to Tarrytown, where they
tied their horses in the timber, and making their way down
to the river, hired a boat of an old boatman. They secured
a lantern also as they thought they would need a light.
Then they waited till about four o'clock, and getting in
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They were afraid to show a light for fear the sentinel
the deck of the prison-ship would see it and give the alar
While debating the matter of how they would get aboa
the ship, they heard the sound of what seemed to be
,,truggle. It came from the deck of the prison-ship!

What could it mean?
They listened inte1itly and strained their eyes in a va·
dl'ort to see what was going on above them.
They could s!:"e nothing.
could h!:"ar, however, and they presently heard t
They
the boat, started.
They permitted the boat to float downstream and kept .sound of a groan, followed by a thud, as if a human for
close to the west shore of the river, as they did not wish had fallen to the floor.
"There has been some kind of a fight taking place
to have themselves seen and examined critically by British
there, boys I" whispered Mark.
eyes.
"Yes," replied Sam Sanderson, in. a cautious whisp
They drifted down till they were nearly opposite the
you think it possible that Dick and Bob have succeed
··Do
northern end of the city, and then they rowed into a little
in getting up out of the hold and overcoming the sentinel
cove and waited till it was dark.
"It is possible,'' said 1\Iark, in some excitement. "Jov
"We must not be in too big a hurry,'' said Mark.
I wish that such might be 'the case!"
"No, we must wait till the city is asleep," agreed one.
'rhey listened even more intently and were sure t
80 they ate the cold food they had brought along, and
heard the sound of low, cautiou~ voices which came fr
waited till ten o'clock before making a start.
They lighted the old lantern, which, being a box affair, I the deck of the prison-ship.
with a slide, was in reality a dark-lantern, and did not I Suddenly J'iiark, moved by an impulse, pulled the s ·
the light up the side of
1 of the lantern and flashed
give any light until after the slide was opened.
I
They pushed out into the riyer ang two of the boys took · prison-ship.
He caught sight of two faces, which were sticking o
1he oars as they would now have to row across the river.
They beaded diagonally across and downstream, and after the rail.
Even though 1he light from the lantern scarcely m
what seemed like an age the black outlines of the hull of
rhan reached the distance, and was very faint, there, M
the prison-ship loomed up before them.
4

1vas sure he recognized the faces.
They were those of Dick and Bob!
Lifting up his voice, yet speaking with caution, Ma
CHAPTER KII.
THE RESCUE.

called out:
"Is that you, Dick and Bob?"
"Yes, yes!" came back the reply, in cautious tones. '
that· you, Mark?"
"Yes, it is I-and three of the boys. Can you co
down? We have a boat."
"We can ~nd no ladder or rope to let ourselves down
Marie"
'
"That is bad!"
'•So it is; but we must get off this hulk, whether or
We must jump if we can't get away otherwise."
"It will be a desperate leap, Dick I"
.. Yes, but we will risk i!. Hold the light so that we ·
see where to leap, Mark, and we will be down there in

And now a serious difficulty confronted the would-be
rescuers.
There was no way of getting aboard the prison-ship.
It '«"as the old hull of what bad at one time been one
of the largest of battleships, ·and it was at least thirty feet
to the top of the railing above the deck. The sides of the
null sloped i.n such a fashion that it would have been impo.ssible for a cat, let alone a man, to climb up without the
'
assistance of some one on the deck, or at least without hav• ing a rope to bold to, and nowhere could the youths find a
jiffy!"
·
:rope, or signs of a ladder.
"All right."
feel-I
bulk,
old
They -rowed ·slowly and softly around the
ing along the side as they did so, and could find nothing. , There was a minute of suspense and tb~n a dark fo
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rame shooting down through the air and there was a splash coats, and thE'y became calm and settled down to take things
is it struck the water.
coolly.
•
The one who had leaped first was Bob, and he went clear' "How di<l you boys know we were prisoners?" asked
down out o~ sight, but came up quickly and the youths Dick, presently.
ized bold of him and pullc.•d him into the boat. ..
"A girl came up to the encampment to-day and told us,"
"ls Bob all right?" came down in Dick's voice.
''Yes," replied Mark. '!•Now for you!"
" Good ! Here I come !"
Another dark form shot down through space and splash !
went as it struck the water.
Like Bob, Dick went under, out of sight, but was quickly
the surface again and was helped into the boat.
"Are you hurt, :qick ?" asked Mark.
- ---- ·· ·-~
"No, r:m all right-ah! we are discovered !" as a wild
ell went up from the shore and the sharp crack o.f a
usket was heard. "We must get away from here in a
urry, boys!"

replied Mark.
"A girl!" in surprise.
"Yes."
"Who was she?"
"l\Iiss Irene Ricard."
"Ah, I might have known!" exclaimed Dick. "She must
have learned of our capture and then gotten permission.
from her father to go up and let you know of our being
prisoners."
"Yes, that is it; and she brought some important information regarding the French fleet, too, I am s.ure, for:
she hail a lelter from her father, for the comrnander-inchief."
Indeed, he was right.
"I'm glad of that, Mark. That makes everything all
A sentinel on the shore had caught sight of the,Jantern,
right, even if we did get captured, and were not successful
d suspecting that all was not right, bad given utterance
in securing the information ourselves. If the girl took
the yell and fired the shot from his musket.
it to General Washington, that is jmt as gl!>od."
Then the youths bent to the oars and rowed away with
"Yes; well, that ia what she did."
their might, for they realized that there would be purIt was quite a. pull up the river to Tarrytown, b:ui. 1he
ers aft er th em very soon.
, youths took turns at the work, and :finally reaehed t:hmr
This
. .
Tb e pursuers h ad 1ong .
·
_i
· was the case, too. There were several boats on the destrnahon.
smce g1V€n
up arua
ore, near the prison-ship, and when the soldiers came
turned back.
nning in response to the sentinel's yell and shot, .they lost
The youth& paid the boatman for th-€' use of the lroa.t,
time in leaping into the boats and going in pursuit of
and then mounting their horses-Mark and his companions
e escaping prisoners.
had brought two extra ones for Dick and Bob.-they r.ode
The youths heard the sound of the rowlocks and worked
away in the direetion of White Plains.
'th all their might.
An hour and a half later they reached ·the encru:npm-ent)
"We must escape!" said Dick. "We must not permit and as it was nea~ly morning they simply threw themselves
rselves to be overtaken, for if we should be captured down on blankets and caught a few winks of sleep Mfore
y would ha~ or shoot us at once, and prevent all chance daylight.
our getting away again!"
After breakfast Dick and Mark went to headquarter&
"You are right," agreed Mark; "well, we won't let them and reported to the commander-in-chie:f.
tch us if we can help it."
General Washington was delighted to see Dick ba:ck
They rowed with all their might, heading diagottally again, ancl to learn that both he and Bob had gotten awmy
ross the river, ancl they were pleased to £nd, after sev- in safety.
al minutes had elapsed, that they were holding their
"The young lady, 1\fi~s Rica.rel, brought the information
n. Their boat was a good one, and as it was probably from her father that you were to have brought, Dick," he
iot quite so heavily loaded down as were those of the pur- mid; "so all is well, after all."
ers, they 'Tere enabled to make good headway.
·'I am glad of that, your e..'i'.cellency."
General Washington complimented Mark on the sncFinally they were as near the opposite shore as they
red to go, and then they headed upstream and continued cessfol manner in which he had conducted the matter of
eir flight. The pursuing boats kept on after them for rescu!ng Dick and Bob, and this pleased Mark wonderfully.
It did not please him so much as the smile of approval
ite a while, but the "Liberty Boys" were pleased to nore
at they w~re, if anything, drawing away from the red- which wae on the face of Irene Ricard, however, she hav-

.
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ing entered while they "·ere talking. There was no doubt and when he talked threateningly to me I suddenly p
of the fact that :Jinrk bad fallen in Joye with the beautiful ., ntc>d m>' pistol and shot him dead!"
Frenrh maiden, and if indication went for anything she
"Oh. father!" The girl's tone implied both horror
was fully as mu ch in loYe "·ith him.
pleasure. Slie "·as horrified to t hink her father had kill
Irene said she must return to her home that day, and a man:but was glad to kno'r that she would never ag ·
1\fark as ke l. permi,si on to accompany her to the Harlem be bothered by the scoundrel, Gilbert Ga~pard.
River. It was grnnted by i.he commarnler-in-chief, and
"1 thought you would be pleased to hear that Gasp
~imm ediately after dinner :Jfark and the girl rode away.
""l" dt> ~ia. Irene," rnid her father.
It would nol be fair to rell what the two talked about
'';:so 1 am, fath er: hut it horrified me at first to th'
·while making the trip tlown to the Harlem River that after- rh at you hau been forced to kill a man."
·noon, suffice it to say that the conversation--or the subject
"I hated lo do it, of c!ourse, Irene, but these are
discussed, rather, was ent_irely satisfying to both, and so times and he was a villian who richly merited death."
wholly eugrossing that had a party of redcoats happened
''So he was ; but did not his companions try to aven
. along it is likely that :Jfark would not have stood much his death?"
.chance of seeing them in time to make his escape, for his
"They would have done so, but the sound of the s
-eyes were too constantly on the pretty, piquant face of was heard and a lot of people came into the house and
Irene.
members of the Scarlet Dozen band were frightened av;
Just before they reached the Harlem River they paused I judge that they will disband, now that their leader
and-but, there; I was near telling again! H they ex- dead."
ehanged a few kisses on that occasion, were they to be
"Quite likely, father."
•blamed? I think not; and I think you will concur in this , It is a matter of history that the French fleet failed
'view of the matter, reader.
'. co-operate with Washington's army in the reduction
Irene really did have an aunt three miles away, in the New York, on account of a 'strange and unexpected
<neutral grounds, and it was decided that the two loverl!I stacle: The largest French warships could not enter
-£hould meet at the home of this aunt one week from that harbor on account of the bar of sand at the entrance, w ·
-0.ay, after which they parted, Irene crossing the river and rnuld not permit their passage, even at high tide,
.~ontinuing on, southward, while Mark turned his horse and the project had to be abandoned. Otherwise General Cr
rrode back in the direction from which they had just come. ton's army would have been forced to surrender when
The sentinel remembered Irene, and asked her if she lacked from both .the bay and the land.
"had had· a pleasant visit at her aunt's, and the girl replied
Ali.hough dii;:appointed, General Washington was
'that she had. ''I'm going up to see her next week/' she daunted or discouraged, and he at once began preparati
added, and then rode on.for striking the British a blow at Newport.
"That will prepare him for my appearance when I come
again," she said to herself, with a smil e. "If he became
THE END.
suspicious he might try to make me trouble."
1

I
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When Irene reached her home her father had an inThe next number (86) of "The Liberty Boys of '7
-teresting and thrilling story to tell her. Gilbert Gaspard, will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS' INDI
the captain of the band h1own as the Scarlet Dozen, had FRI~XD; OR, THE REDSKIN Vi'HO FOUGHT FO!
entered the house the night before and had appeared before INDEPEN~EKCE," by Harry Moore.
Monsieur Ricard, with the announcement that he had come
'to carry Irene away a prisoner. Monsieur Ricard had told
•him that Irene was not at home, but the villain had re-

fused to believe the statement, and, with his men, searched
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this w
the house. Angered at not finding the girl he had again
>ire always in print. If you cannot obtain them from
Pppeared before Monsieur Ricard with the statement that
if he did not tell where Irene was concealed he would blow newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps .
.his (Monsieur Ricard's) brains out.
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"I was too smart for him, however," the girl's father SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copl
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Fred Fearuot a Prisoner ; or, Captured at Avon.
Fred Fearuot and the Senator; or, Breaking up a Scheme.
!!'red Fearnot and the Baron; or, Calling Down a Nobleman.
1-16 Fred Fearnot and the Brokers: or, Ten Days in Willi Street.
147 Fred Fearnot's Little Scrap; or, The Fellow Who Wouldn't Stay
Whipped.
148 Fred Fearnot's Greatest Danger; or, Ten Days with the Moonshiners.
149 Fred Fearnot and the Kidnappers; or. Trailing a Stolen Ch ild.
150 Fred Feuruot's Quick Work; or, The Hold "Cp at Eagle Pass.
151 Fred Fearuot at Silver Gulch; or, Defying a Ring.
152 Fred Fearuot on Lhe Border; or, Punishing the Mexican Hone
Stealers.
Fred Fearnot's Charmed Life; or, Running the Gauntlet.
ig~ Fred
Fearuot Lost: or, ?11issing for Thirty Days.
Fearnot's Rescue; or, The Mexican Pocahontas.
l55 Fred
Fred
Fearnot and the ''White Caps" ; or, A Queer Turning of
156
the Tables.
157 Fred Fearuot and the '..\ledium ; or, Having Fun with t he
"Spirits."
158 Fred Fearnot and the "Mean Man"; or, The Worst He Ever
Struck.
159 Fred Fearnot's Gratitude; or, Backin~ Up a Plucky Boy.
160 Fred Fearnot Fined; or, The Judges ;\listake.
161 Fred FearuoL's Comic Opera; or, The ~'un that Raised the
Fnnds.
162 Fred Fearnot and the Anarchists; or, The Burning of t he Red
Flag.
163 F red Fearnot's Lecture '.rQur; or, Going it Alone.
1134 F red Fearnot·s ":Xew Wild West" : or, Astonishing the Old E ast.
1()- Fred Fearnot in Russia; or, Banished by the Czar.
16 ~ Fred Fearnot in Turkey : or, Defying the Sultan.
167 Fred Fearuot in Vienna: or, The Trouble on the Danube.
16 8 Fred J;'earnot and the Kaiser; or, In the Royal Palace at Berlin .
69 Fred Fearuot In Ireland; or, Watched by the Constabulary.
70 Fred Fea rnot Ilomeward Bound ; or, Shadowed by Scotland
Yard.
1 71 Fred Fearnot's Justice; or, The Champion of the School Marm.
1 72 Fred Fearnot and the Cjypsies; or, The Mystery of a Stolen
Child.
173 J.ilred Fearnot's Silent H unt ; or, Catching the "G reen Goods"
Men.
174 F red Fearnot's Big Day; or, Harvard and Yale at :'<ew E ra.
17 5 F red Fearnot and "The Doctor" : or, The Indian Medici ne Fa]f.lr .
176 Fred Fearnot and the Lynchers ; or, Saving a Girl H..orse Th ief.
1 77 Fred Fearuot's Wonderfu l Feat; or, 'l'be Taming of Black Beaut y.
17 8 Fred li'eamot's Great Struggle; or. Downing a Senator.
l W Fred Fearnot's Jubilee: or, New Ern' s Greatest Day. ·
l80 Fred Fearnot and Samson: or. "Who Runs This Town?"
1 8l F r ed li'earnot and t he Rioters: or. Backing Up the Sherill'.
18 2 F red Fearnot and the Stage Robber; or, His Chase for a Stolen
Diamond.
183 Fred Fearnot at Cripple Creek; or, The Masked F iends of t he
Mines.
1 84 Fred Fear not and .the Vigilantes; or, Up Against the Wrong
Man.
I 85 Fred Fenrnot in New Mexico; or, Saved by Terry Olcott.
1 86 Fred Fearnot in Arkansas; or, The Queerest of All Adventures.
187 Fred Fearnot in Montana; or , 'l'he Disp,ute at Rocky Hill.
188 Fred Fearnot and Lhe Mayor; or. The rrouble at Snapping Shoals.
18!1 F red Fenmot's Big Fl;nn t.; or . Camping on the Col umbia River .
1 90 Fred Fea1 not's H"rd Experience; or, Rough ing_ It at Red Gulch.
1 9 1 Fred Fearnot Stranded; or , How Terry Olcott Lost the Money.
1 92 Fred Fe,.rnot in the Mountains ; or, lleld "t Bay by Bandits.
193 Frerl Fearnot's Terrible Risk; or, Terry Olcott's Reckless Venture.
1 9! ~'red Fe,.rnoC'• T.nst Oard; or, The Game '!.'hat Saved His Lile.

1141
H2
143
144
145

18 Fred Fearnot In Texas; or, Terry 's :\Ian from Abilene.
79 Fred Fearuot as a Sherill'; or, Breaking up a Desperate Gang.
80 Fred Fearuot Battled; ur, Outwitted by a Woman.
81 Fred Jr earnot's Wit, and How It Saved Ills Life.
82 Fred Fearnot's Great Prize; or, Working Hard to Win.
83 Fred Fearnot at Bay; or, His Great Fight for Life.
M Fred Fearnot's Disguise; or, lPollowing a Strnoge Clew.
85 Fred irearnot's l\Ioose Hunt; or, Adventures in the Maine Woods.
86 Fred Fearnot's Oratory; or, Fun at the Girl's lligh School.
87 !!' red Fearnot's Big Heart; or, Giving the Poor a Chance.
88 Fred Fearnot Accused; or, Tracked by a Villain.
89 Fred F earnot's Pluck; or, Winning Against Odds.
90 !!'red Fearuot·s Deadly Peril : or, His Narrow Escape from Ruin .
91 Fred l?earnot's Wild Ride: or, Savin'g Dick Duncan's Life.
92 Fred J;' earnot's Long Chase; or. Trailmg a Cunning \'1llaiu.
93 Fear Fearnot's Laat Shot, and How lL Saved a Life.
94 Fred Fearuot's Common Sense ; or. '!'he Best Way Out of •.rrouble.
95 Fred li'earnot' s Great },'ind; or , Saving Terry Olcott's Fortune.
96 Fred Fearnot and the Sultan; or, Adventures on the Island of
Sulu.
97 Fred Fearnot's Silvery 'l'ongue; or, Winning an Angry i\lob.
98 Fred Fearnot's Strategy; or, Outwitting a •.rroublesome Cou ple.
99 Fred Fearnot' s Little Joke; or, Worrying Dick and Terry.
00 Fred Fearnot's Musc le: or, Holding His Own Against Odds.
01 Fred Fearnot on Hand; .:ir, S!Towing Up at tbe Right Time.
02 Fred Fearnot's Puzzle; or, Worrying the Bunco Steerers.
03 Fred I•'earnot and Evelyn; or, The rnfatnated Rival.
104 Fred I?earnot's Wager; or, Downing a Brntal Sport.
105 Fred Fearnot at St. Simons; or, The Mystery of a Georgia Island.
106 Fred Fearnot Deceived; or, After the Wrong Man.
107 Fred Fearnot's Charity; or, Teachini>; Others a Lesson.
08 Fred Fearnot as "The Judge:" or, Heading otl' the Lynchers.
109 Fred Fearnot and the Clown; or. Saving the Old ;\1an's Place.
110 Fred Fearnot's Fine Work; or , U~ Against a Crank.
1 Fred Fearnot's Bad Break; or, " hat Happened to Jones.
112 Fred Fearuot's Round-Up; or, A Lively 'l.'ime on the Ranch .
113 Fred Fearuot and the Giant; or, A Hot Time in Cheyenne.
114 Fred Fearnot's Cool Nerve; or. Giving It Straight to the Boys.
115 l?red J;'earnot's Way; or, Doing Up a . Sharper.
~~~~ ~~!::~gf ~~ l!:~r~g~~OT~~1s~~~~!~mo~!,lers G~:~e.Tlme In t he
Wil d West.
Fred Fearnot and his Mascot; or, Evelyn's Fear less Ri de.
Fred Fearuot's Strong Arm : or , The Bad Mau of Arizona.
Fred Fearnot as a "Tenderfoot;" or, Having Fun with t he Cowboys.
Fred Fearnot Captured; or, I n t h e Hands o! H is E nemies.
Fred Fearnot and the Banker; or, A Schemer's Trap to Ruin

Fred Fearuot's Great Feat; or , Winning a Fortune on Skat es.
Fred Fearnot's Iron Will ; or, Standing Up for the Righ t.
Fred Fearnot Cornered; or, Evelyn and the Widow.
irrcd Fearuot's Daring Scheme; or, Ten Days in a n I nsane Asylum.
Fred Fearnot's Honor; or, Backing Up His \Yora .
Fred Fearnot and the Lawyer; or, Young Billy Dedham's case.
F'ted Fearnot at West Point; or, Having Fun with t he Hazers.
F red Fearnot's Secret Society; or, The Knights of t he Black Ring.
Fred Fear not and t he Gambler ; or, '1.'he Trouble on t he Lake
Front.
Fred Fearnot's Challenge: or , King of the Diamond F ield.
Fred Fearnot's Gr eat Game; or, The Ha rd Work T h at Won.
Fred Fea rnot in Atlanta; or, The Black l?lend of Darktown.
Fred Fearnot's Open Hand ; or, How He H elped a F r iend.
Fred Fearnot in Debate: or, The Warmest l\lember ot t he H ouse.
Fred Fearnot's Great Plea; or, His Defence of the ''i\Ioneylesa
Man."
F red Fearnot at P ri nceton; or , T h e fl a ttle of t he Champions.
F red Fearnot's Circus; or, High Old Time at New Era.
Fred Fearnot's Camp H unt ; or, The Wh ite Deer of t he Ad lron·
dacks.
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s ·E RV ICE
OLD AND YOUNG !{ING BRADY, IJE'fEC'l'IVES.
PRICE 5 CTS. 32 PAGES .

COLORED COVERS.

LA'L'BS'L' 18.,,UES :
'!.'be Bradys aQd the Brokers: or. A. Desperate Game In Wall Street.
'l'hc Bradys· l"ight to :.: Finish: 01· . \\"1 u11ing a DesperaJe Case.
'J'bc Bra u.rs· Hac.:e fur Life: or. l~v11L<li11g lp a Tougb 'rrio.
The llradys· Last Cbanr~: ur, '!"h e Case· 1u the Dari<.
'l'he. Urndys on the Road: or, Th r :>trn ugc Case of a Drummer.
'l'ht> Girl i q Ria!'k; or, The Hrn<lys Trapp1ug a Co nfidence Queen.
'l'he llrady!l' iu ,\Julberry Hend; or, 'l'he lloy 81aves of " Little Italy."
The Bradys· Battle for Life; or, The Keen Detectives' Greatest
l'eril.
90 '!'he Brndys and the :\la d Dotto!": or, The H a unted Mill In the
:\Iarsh.
91 Th e Urn<lys on th e Hail ; or, A Uyste ry of the J,igbtning Express.
92 The Hrndys and 'he :Spy; or, l\"orlliu g .Against the Police Departmeut.
93 The Bradys· Dee j> lleal: or. llaucl-in -G love with Crime.
94 'l'he Bradys in a 0>1.are; 0 1·, The l\"orot Ca~e of .Ail.
95 The lira<\) s Heyoud Their Devth: 01, Tbe Great Swamp Myste1·y.
96 Th e llradys" ll opel<·ss \use: or, Against l'laln Eviden ce.
U7 :1:he IJracJ.vs at the lle:i;i: or, the _uys~ry of the H1ver Steamer.
98 1 be Hraoys iu \\ nslt11 gtu11: or, \\ orking for the i•resi dent.
9V 'l'hP BracJ~s IJupecJ; vr, TU ~ Cum1i1·g \Yuri< of CleYer Crooks.
100 '.l:be B1 Hdys iu "liaine : o r, :Solviug the Great Camp :\Iystery.
101 'lhe J:radys 011 the G1·ent Lakes: or Tracking the Cauada Uang.
10~ :1:be Urn.dys in ~rontaLa ; ur. The dr~at Copper Mine Case.

82
83
84
8'1
86
87
88
80

Joa L!1e J:rHd,Ys !fe1PmctJ ln · ot·. ·1 he .r t\1s~ ?n Arizona.
10± 'l'h? Brad)'S :1r :-;,3 : or, A llot L hasc• Uver the Ocean.
lO;:i :1:he Girl from Loi!<luu: 01·, Th" Hrad.vs After a Confidence Queen.
106 I h? Hrady~ ...\1i101 •.~ the ('hiuameu; or,~' he Yellow l<'iends of the
Op1uu1 Jonn~
107 Th e l!r:11!ys and the l'retty Shop Girl; or, The Grand Street

~lYSt( n
JO~ The ·u11i1a'v• ""fl the Gyps;cs: or. Chasing the Child Stealers.
l')!l Tbe Bra dy s a .. d the \\"rong .\Ian; or, '!'he Story of a 8trange
,\Iistnk ~

l10 Th e Prndys l'Nrnyed; or, In the llands of a 'l'raitor.
l 11 Th? nraa~·s and Their 1 ouhks; or, A l::-t range Tangle of Crime.
112 T~fo~tri~~~·s in the Everglades; or, The Strange Case of a Summer
113 The Bradys Dcfled : or, '!'he Hardest Gang in New York.
114 The Urndys in liigh Life. or, The Great Society ~rvste ry.
115 The Hrndy~ Amoug TL!ie1·es; or, !l ot Work in the Bowery.
llG Tbe Bradys aucl the 8harpers; or. In Darkest New York .
117 The Hrad:vs aud the l:Jandits; or, Hunting for a Lost Boy.
118 The Brnrl.1 s in C<>ntral l'a rk: or. The ~Iystery of the Mall.
119 The Bradys on their Muscle: or, Shadowin~ the Red Ilook Gang.
120 The Bradys' Opium Joint Case: or, Exposmg the Chinese Crooks.
121 The Bradys' Girl Decoy; or, ltounding Up the East-Side Crooks.
122 The Rradys Under l•'ire: or, Trncklng a Gang of Outlaws.
123 The Bradys at the Beach: or. The ~Iystery of the Bath House.
124 The Bradys and the Lost Gold ~line; or, Hot Work Among the
Cowboys.
'1 25 The Bradys and the :\Iissing Girl: or, A Clew Found in the Dark.
126 The Bradys and tl>e Banker; or. The ~Iystery of a Treasure Vault.
127 The Bradys and the Boy Acrcoiwt; or, Tracing up a Theatrical
Case.
128 The BrRdys and Rad Man Smith ; or, The Gang of Black Bar.
12() The Rradys and the Veiled Girl: or, Piping the Tombs Mystery.
130 The Bradys and the Deadshot Gang; or, Lively Work on the
Frontier
131 Th e Rradys with a Circus; or, On the Road with the Wild Beast
'
Tamers
132 The RrRd:rs in W;vomin!!: or. Tracking the l\Iountain Men.
R~a-sideCrooks.
the
133 The Rraflys at Coney Island: 01-. 'l'rappini:t
1 :14 The Brad.vs an cl rh e Hoa d Agents: or. The Gr~at Deadwood Case.
135 The Bradys anil the Dank Clerk ; or, Tracing a Lost Money
l'ack•gP.
136 Tbe B1'(ldys on the Hn c·e Tra rk : or. Beati ng the Sharpers.
137 The RrRdys in the Chinese Quartn; or, The Queen of the Opium
ll'iends.
13<1 The Rra clys and the Counterfeiters; or, W ild Adventures In the
Blue Hidge Mountains.
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l 39 The Bradys in the Dens of New York; or, Working oo the Joht
Street l\lystery.
14 0 The Bradys and the Rail Road Thieves; or, The Mystery o! th!
l'Uidoight 'l.'raio.
141 The Bradys after the Pickpockets; or, Keen Work io the Sho~
9ing D!stri<"t.

The Bradys and the Broker; or. The Plot to Steal a Fortune.
The Bradys as Reporters: or , Working for a Newspaper.
The Bradys and the Lost nao che: or, The Strange Case io Texoa
'.rhe Bradys and the Signal Boy ; or. the Great Train Robbery.
The Bradys and Bunco Bill: or, The Cleverest Crook iu :iew
York.
147 The Bradys and the Female Detective; or, Leagued with th•
Customs Inspectors.
l ·1 8 Tbiiiff/~g_rs and the Bank Mystery; or, The Search for a Stol

142
143
144
145
146

H9 The Bradys at Cripple Creek: or, Koo rklo g out the "Bad l\len"
150 The Bradys and the Harbor Gang; or, Sharp " "ork after Dar
Hil The Bradys io Five Points; or, Th e Ske leton in the Cellar.
152 Fan Toy, the Opium Queen; or, The Bradys and the Chine.
Smugglers .

153 The Bradys'
154 '!.'be Bradys
pers.
1G5 The Bradys
156 The Bradys
Tbi e v~s.

Boy Pupil; or, S ifting Strange Bvidence.
in the Jaws of Death ; or, '! 'rapping the "\Vire Ta;and the Typewriter; or, The Office Boy's Seem
ancl the Bandit King ; or, Chasing the )lountai<

157 The Brad.vs and the Drug Slaves; or, The Yellow Demons 1'.
Chinatown.
158 The Bradys and the Anarchist Queen; or, Running Down tt·
"Reds."
15f) The Bradys and the Hotel Crooks; or, The Mystery of Room 4l
160 The Bradys and the Wharf Rats: or, Lively "\York in the Har
bor.
161 The Bradys and the House of Mystery ; or, A Dark Night<
Work.
162 '1.'be Bradys' Winning Game; or, Playing Against the Gambler>
163 The Bradys and the Mail Thieves ; or, The "'Ian in the Bag.
164 The Bradys and the Boatme n; or, The Clew Found in tb•
River.
165 The Bradys after the Grafters ; or, The Mystery in the Cab.
l66 '!.'he Bradys and the Cross-Roads Gang; or, me Great Case ID
ll!issouri.
167 The Bradys and Miss Brown; or, The Mysterious Case in
ciety
168 The Bradys and the Factory Girl; or, The Secr et of the Poisonej
J;;nvelope.
l 69 The Bradys and Blonde Bill ; or, The Diamond Thieves of )laid~'
Lane.
l 70 The Bradys and the Opium Ring; or, The Clew in
171 The Bradys on the Grand Circuit; or, Tracking
Harness Gang.
172 The Bradys and the Black Doctor ; or, The Secret
Vault.
173 The Rraclys and the Girl in Grey; or, The Queen of the Crook£
174 The Bradys and the Juggler; or, Out with a Variety Show.
l 75 The Bradys and the Moonsb.iners; or. Away Down in Tennes~
176 The Bradys in Badtown; or, The Fight for a Gold "'Ilne.
177 The Bradys in the Klondike : or, Ferreting Out the Gold Thien•
li8 The Bradys on the East Side ; or, Crooked Work in the Slum•
179 The Bradys and the ""Highblnders"; or, The Hot Case in China·
town.
180 The Bradys and the Serpent Ring; or, The Strange Case of th•
Fortune-Teller.
181 The Bradys and " Silent Sam"; or, Tr11cklng the Deaf and Dumb
Gang.
l 82 The Bradys and the "Bonanza" King; or, Fighting the Fakirs il
'Frisco.
183 The Bradys and the Boston Banker; or, Hustling for Millions in tho
Hub.
184 The Bradys on Blizzard Island; or, Tracking the Gold Thieves or Cape
Nome.
18 5 The Bradys in the Black Hills; or, Their Case in North Dakota.
186 The Brarly~ and "Faro Frank"; or, a Hot Case in the Gold ;\Imes.
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No. 81. BOW TO Bl:COlllE A. SPJIAJUAIL~ ,._,
THE STAGE.
& .. . . _ .
il. THE ~YB OP l'lllW YOalt lllm ll'IDN ~ . . . ihlltratiw, 8"illc a.
"'•-•=~- ! ' BOOK.--OotttabUiac a sn-t nriet1 el tt. W. j6- _ . bf .._.,..a,,
_..,. die melt
lllOlt famou end - n. No ....._.. •Wet_.. ill _,..., wW...t all tM
l!bis w...-mil little "9et.
·
l'allll Sor
ttms clltNo. 42. THE BOYS 01' NJIW YOllK 8'1'U¥1' BPWAK~..._
0onMining a varied ~t of lltump apeedies, Xtere. n.- ~ oatliMB for . . . . •a.tiw ler 6e 11.,-' tbe ta.It
soul""8
for
~llC
iaf«aatioll
oa
tile
queedom
ch•.
and lri.llh. Also end men's jokes. Joet tbe thI.g fer ~ aiauement and a-teur shows.
SOCIETY.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF N'EW YORK HINSTRl!:L GUIDE
No. 3. HOW TO FLffiT.- ne arts &lid wiles .t .............
AND JOKE BOOK. -Sometlaiag new and ftry instructive. l:Yery
fully
explained
by
t
his
little
book. Besitles the nrie• -tboclJ ol
boy ahould obtain t his book, as it contaiu full instruct ions for or·

a,_. ........
:r!.! ...._._.._......._
....._..el,._.

N~.

T •· s:;;j-TO~~tT\8c

e• ..

handkei;chief, fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtathn, I~ cor..
tains a full list of the language and sent iment of flowers, which k
interesting to everybody, both old a nd young. You cannot be bapp;r
without one.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handeomt.
little book just issued by Frank Tousey. It conta ins full ins truc·
tions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ballroom an4 at partis,
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular squan;
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complet e guide to love.
cou rtship and marr iage, giving sensible advice, rules a nd etiquett4
to be observed, with ma ny cu rious and in teresting t hings not gen·
erally known.
No. 17. HOW TO DR ESS.-Containing full instruction in t li
art of dressing and appearing well at home and a broad, giving th~
selections of colors, materia l, and bow to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTI FUL.-One of th~
HOUSEKE.EPING.
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to · the wor.ld,
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.--Containing E ve rybody wishes to know how
to become beautiful, both male a nd!
tull instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and
almost costless. R ead this boo!:
o r country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced
how to become beautiful.
fl owe rs a t home. The most comp lete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS .
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
N o. 7. HOW TO KEEP B I RDS.- Handsomely illustrated an~
on cooking ever published. It conta ins recipes for cooking meats, containing
full
instr
uctions for the management and training of tht
fi sh, game and oystii rs ; a lso pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary.
mockingbird, bobofink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand coll ection of recipes by one of ou r most popular
N o. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POU LTRY PIGEONS AND
no ks.
-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illuc.
:'\o. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.- It contains information for tRABBITS.
rated.
B y Ira Drofraw .
ve rybody, boys, girls; men and women; it will teach you bow to
No.
-!O
..
HOW
TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hin tf
make almost anything iiround the house, such as parlor orna ments, on how
rackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bi rd lime fo r catcning birds. Also howto catch moles, weasels, otter, rat s, squirrels and bird1.
to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harringtoll!
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No.
50.
TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A valuNo. 46. HOW TO MAKE .A.ND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- able book, HOW
giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountint
cription of the wonderfu l uses of electricity and electro magnetism ; and
p1·eserving birds, an im a ls and insects.
or;e ther wi t h full inst ru ctions for making E lectric Toys,, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving coJDo
·rc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete
informa tion as t o t he ma nner and method of raising, keepins!
ustrations.
taming, breeding and ma naging all kinds of pets ; also giving ful ,
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACIIINES.-Con- instructions
for mak ing cages. etc. Fully1. explained by twen ty
ain ing full directions for making electrical machines, induction eight illustrations,
ma king it the most complete book of the kind
oils, dynamos, and ma n y novel toys to be worked by electricity. ever published.
y R . A. R. B ennett. Fully illus trated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.- Con ta ining a
MISCELLANEOUS.
a rge collection of ins t r uctive a nd hi ghly amusing electrical t ricks,
No. 8. HOW TO B ECOi\IE A SCIENTIST.-A useful and in
ogetber wit h illustrations. B y .A.. Anderson .
st ructi ve book, giving a complete t reatise on chemistry ; also ex·
pe riments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, ant!
ENTERTAIN MENT.
directions for making fireworks, colored fires and gas ballooniJ
No. 9. HOW TO BECOi\IE A VEN'fRILOQl IST. By Ila rry Th is book cannot be equaled.
·
ennedy. T he secret given a way. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete handbook fo7
his book of instructions, by a practical professo r (delight ing multi- making all kinds of candy. ice cream, syrups, essences, etc. etc.
udes ever y night with his wonderful im ita tions) . (·an master the
No. 19. FRAX.K TOUSEY'S UN I TED ST ATES DISTANC"&
rt, and create any amount of fu n fo r him self and frien ds. I t is the TABLES, POCKE'l' COi\IPANION AND GUI DE.-Giving tht.
reatest book everlpublished. and there's millions (of fun l in it.
official distances on all the railroads of the United Stat es ancr
No. 20. HOW TO ENTE R TA I N AN EYENIXG PAUTY.-A Canada. Also table of distances by water to foreign por ts, had,
ery valuable little book just pub lished. A complete com!!endium fares in the principal cities. reports of the census, etc., etc., makinf
f giimes, sports, card diversions. com ic recitations, el<'., suitable it one of the most <'omplete and han~¥ books published.
or parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It c0nta ins more for the
~o. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOuR OWN DOCTOR.-A wononey than any bwk published .
dPrful book. containing useful and practical infoi·mation in th~
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAl\I ES.-A complete and usefu l little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to ever:\'
oo k, containing the rules and regu lations of billiards. bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com
aekgammon. croquet, dom inoes, et<.'.
plaints.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRU:\lS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con
e leadmg conundrums of t he day, amus ing riddles, curious catches taining \'aluable information regarding the collecting and arrangint
nd witt: sayings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 5:?. IIOW T0 PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIYE.-By Old King Brady
ok. giving the rules and full dirl'ctious for plav ing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuabl;
age, Casino, Forty-five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventurer
uction Pitch . All l!'ou rs and many ot hrr popular games of cards'. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HO'Y TO DO P l'ZZLES.-Containi ng over three bunNo. 60. HOW TO BECO;\IE A PHOTOGRAPIIER.-Con
red interesting puzzle;S and con undrums with key to same. A ing useful informat ion regarding the Camera and how to worktain·
it ,
ompJete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
a lso how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W
ETIQ 11 ETTE.
Abney.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-lt
No. 62. HOW TO BECOi\IE A WEST POINT MILITARY
a great life secret, and one that every young man desi res to know CADET.-Containing full explanations bow to gain admittance,
II about. There's happ iness in it.
course of Study, Examinations. Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
No. 33. HOW TO BEIJAVE.-Conlain ing the rules and eti- Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy shoukl.
uette of good society and the easiest and most approved methods know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, auth o~
f appea ring to good adva n tage at par t ies, balls, the theatre, church of "How to Becoqie a Naval Cadet."
d in the drawing- room.
No. 63. ITOW TO BECOME A NA VAL CADET.-Complete In
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
DECLAM ATION.
Also containing the course of instruction, descriptioll
No. 27. HOW T O RECI TE A 'D BOOK OF R ECITATIONS. Academy.
of grounds
buildings, historical sketch, and everyth ing a bo
-:-Conta ining the most p<>pular select ions in use, comprising Dutch should knowand
to become an officer in the United States Navy. Con!
ialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dia lect pieces, together piled and written
by Lu Senarens, author of " How to Become e
ith many standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."
p n izing a n amateur minstr el t roupe.
N o 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke books ever publishe?, and it is bri~ful of wit and humor. It
contains a large collection of songs, Jokes, conundrums, etc., of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist and practical joker of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substan tial joke should
obt ain a copy immediate ly.
·
N o. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACT9R.--(Jontaining complete instructions how t o make up for various characters on the
1tage ; toget her wit h t he d uties of the Stage . Mitnager, Prompter,
Scenic A r t ist a nd P roperty Man. B y a p romment Stage Manager .
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE B OO ~ .-Contain ing the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny. stories .of this world-renowned and
ever popular German comedian. Sixty-four pages ; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH,

on

3 FOR 25 CENTS.

Add ress FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.

THE -.LIBEBTJ BOY.S. OF 'JG.
A. Weekly Magazine containing Stories

of t he American Revolution.

By HARRY MOORE.
These stories a.re ba.sed on a.ctual fa.cts a.nd give a. faithful
account of the exciting adventures of a. bra.ve ba.nd of American
youths who were a.lwa.ys rea.dy a.nd willing to imperil their lives
for the sa.ke of helping· a.long the gallant ca.use of Indepe:adence.
Every number will consist of 32. la.rge pa.ges of reading ma.tter,
bound in a. beautiful colored cover.
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The Liberty Boys of '76 ; or, Fighting for Freedom .
,
The Liberty Boys' Oath ; or, Settling With the British and Torlea.
'l'he Liberty Boys' Good Work; or, Helping General Washington.
The Liberty Boys on Hand; or, Always in the Hight Place.
The Liberty Boys' Nerve ; or, Not Afraid of the King's Minions.
The Liberty Boys' Defiance: or, "Catch anti Hang Us if You Can."
The Liberty Boys In Demand ; or, The Champion Spies of the
Revolution.
The Liberty Boys' Hard Fight; or, Beset by British ·and Tories.
The Liberty Boys to the Rescue; or, A Host Within Themselves.
The Liberty Boys' Narrow Escape; or, A Neck-and-Neck Race
With Death.
'l' he L ibt!rty Boys' Pluck; or, Undnnnted by Odds.
The Liberty Boys' Peril ; or, Threatened from all Sides.
The Liberty Boys' Lu t k; or, I<' ortnne Favors the Brave.
The Liberty Boys' Ruse; or, Fooling the British.
The I.iberty Boys' Trap, anct What They Caught in It.
The Liberty Boys Puzzled; or, The Tories' Clever Sch e me.
The Liberty Boys' Great Stroke ; or, Capturing a British Man-etWar.
The Liberty Boys' Challenge; or, Patriots vs. Red coats.
The Liberty Boys Trapped; or, The Beautiful Tory .
The Liberty Boys' Mistake; or, "What Might Have Been. "
The Liberty Boys' l<'lne Work ; or, Do!ng Things Up Brown.
The Liberty Boys at Bay; or '!.'he Close~t Call or All.
The Lillerty Boys on Their ?.fettle. or Making It warm tor the
Redcoats.
_ ,.
'
'
The Liberty :Boys' Double Victory; or, Downing the Redcoats and
Tories.
The L iberty Boys Suspected; or, Taken for British Spies.
The Liberty Boys' Clever Trick; or, Teaching the Redcoats 8
Thing or Two
W k
With the Redcoats In
The r .._ert '"o s; G 00 d S
Philadef
PY
or ; or,
Tl.Je Libert/ Boys' Battle Cry; or, With Washington at the Brandy
wlne.
The Litx>rty Boys' Wild Ride ; or, A Dash to Save a Fort.
7'
The Llllerty Boys in a Fix ; or. Threatened lly Reds and Wbltea
The Liberty Boys' Big Contract; or, Holding Arnold In Check
Tbe Liberty Boys Shado'\Ved; or, Arter Dick Slater ror Revenge
The Liberty Boys Duped: or, The Friend Who Was an Enemy.
TThbe IL•!berty Boys' Fake Surrender ; or, The Ruse '£bat Succeeded
e !berty Boys' Signal; or, "At the Clang of the Bell."
The Liberty Boys' Daring Work; or, Risking Life for Liberty'•

hi/

Cftll9i!.

37 The Liberty Boys' Prtze, and How They Won lt.

3R The Liberty Boys' Plet; or, 'l'he Plan That Wori.
110 The Liberty BQys' Great Haul; or, Taklni; E ve1·ytblng in Sight

40
41
42
43
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The
The
Tbe
'.!'he
The

Liberty
Liberty
LllK>rty
Liberty
Liberty

Boys'
Boys
Roys'
BGys'
Boys'

Flush Times; or, Reve ling iu British Gold.
In a Snare: or, Almost Trnpped.
Brave l'tescue; or, In the Ni ck of Time.
Rig Day; or, Doing Business by Wholesale.
Net; or, Catching the Redcoats and T"ries.

4\'i
4r.
47
48
49
50
{il

The Liberty Boys Worried ;. or, The Disappeara n ce of Dick Slater.
The Libe r t y Boys' Irnn Gr ip ; or, Squ eez ing. t h e Red coats.
'l~h e Libert y Boys' Success ; or, Doing What 'rhe1, Set Out t o Do.
T '1e Libe r t y Boys' Se tback ; or, De fea ted , But Net Disgraced .
The Liberty Boys In Toryvllle; e r, Di ck Slate r ' s l•'earful Risk.
The Libe rty Boys Aroused ; or, S t riking S t r ong Bl ows for Liberti.
The Liberty Boys' Triumph ; or, Beating t he Red coats at Thei r
O wn G:ime.
52 The Liberty Boy s· Scar e; or. A Miss as Good a s a :VIii e.
53 The Libert y Boys' Dange r ; or, Foes on All Sides.
:>4 The Liberty Hoys' Flight ; or, A Ver y Na rrow J•; sca pe.
55 The Libe rty Boys' Stra t egy ; or, Out-Generaling the Enemy.
5G 'l' he Liberty Boys' Warm Work ; or, Showing the Red coats How
to I<' igh t.
57 The Liberty Boys' " Push" ; or, Bound to Get Ther e.
58 '!'he Liberty Boys' Desperate Ch a r ge; or, With " Mad Anthony"
at Ston y P oi n t.
!\9 The Liberty Boys' Justi ce, And How They Dealt It Out.
60 Th e Liberty Boys Bombarded ; or, A Ve ry Warm Time.
&1 'l'b e Liber t y Boys' Sealed Orde rs ; OP, Going it Blind.
62 The Libe rty Boys' Da ring Streke; or, With "Llgb t-H o 1·se Harry"
a t Paulu s Hook.
~3 The Libert y Boys' Li ~ely TimHes ;d ~ r, He reJ;, (~e j'e a ng f~ ve rywGheret.
4 'l'be Libe rty Boys' Lone an ; or, ' g t ng gamst r ea
, Odds.
,
65 rh e L!be.rt y Boys. Mascot ; or, The ldol of th e Company.
G6 :\he Liberty B,oys;, Wrath ; or, G o in~ for the Red coats J;lougbshod.
G7 Ibe Libe rty h oys Batt le tor L it e, or, ~he Hardest Struggle or
, All.
,
.
6 8 ,{he 111berty Bor~. Lost,;, or, The Trnp ~ha~. Did :-<~ Work . .
69 I he L!berty Boys, Jona h , or. T~ e Youth~ )10 Queered Everythmg.
70 The Liberty Boys Decoy; or, Ba1 t mg t.he Br1t1sh.
71 The Liberty Boys Lured; or. 'l'be Snare the Enemy Set.
72 The Liberty Boys' Ransom: or. In the Hands or the Tory Outlaws.
73 The Liberty Boys as Sleuth -Hounds ; or, Trailing Benedict Ar74 Then~rberty Boys " Swoop" ; or, Scattering the Redcoats Like
Chall'..
' " The Liber ty Boys' " H ot Time" ; or, Lively Work in Old Virginia.
76 Th e Liberty Boys' Da ring S ch eme; or, Thei r Plot to Capture the
King's Son .
77 The Lil>erty Boys' Bold Move ; or, Into the En emy' s Count ry.
78 Th e Liberty Boys' Beacon Ligh t ; or, The Signal on 1.h e Mountain.
79 Th e Liberty Roys' Honor; or, The Promise That Wa.a Kept.
80 The Liberty Boys' "Ten Strike"; or, Bowling t he British Over.
81 , 'fhe Liberty Boys' Grati t ude, and How they Showed i t.
8 2 The Liberty Boys an cl the Georgia Giant; or, A Hard Man to Handle.
83· Tbe Liberty Boys ' Dead Line ; or, "Cross it. if yon Da re!"
8 .. Th• Libert y RoJs "Hoo-Dooed;" or, '!'rouble a t Every Turn.
85 Th e Liberty Boys' Le:ip tor Life : or, The Light tb>Lt Led Them.
8 6 Th e Libel'IY ~oys' India n Friend; or, 'l'he Redskin who Fought for lnde·
pe ndence.
v

For sale by a ll newsdealer s, or 8en t postpaid on 1·eceipt of p rice, 5 cents per eopy, by
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24 Union Squa.re, New York.
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